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MEASUREMENT OF LOCALLIZED DEEP LEVELS AND WAFER NON-UNIFORMITIES
AT III-V SEMICONDUCTOR HETEROJUNCTIONS

Stephen R. Forrest
Departments of Electrical Engineering/Electrophysics

and Materials Science
University of Southern California

Los Angeles, CA 90089-0241

Abstract

We report the results of a two year program in which organic

thin films were used to non-destructively study the properties of

inorganic semiconductor epitaxial materials. The organic films can

be applied to the substrate in vacuum in a non-destructive manner

such that many bulk and surface properties of the semiconductor under

study can be easily obtained. Once the characterization process is

complete, the thin films can be removed without damage to the

semiconductor substrate. This allows for the correlation of the

fundamental materials properties of the semiconductor to the

performance of devices fabricated on the same wafer.

Among the most important results of this work are the following:

(i) A complete model of charge transport across the organic-on-

inorganic semiconductor heterojuntion (01 HJ) was developed. This

lead directly to the measurement, for the first time, of energy band

offsets between a crystalline molecular organic semiconductor and an

inorganic semiconductor. Furthermore, this theory allowed for the

clear interpretation of admittance data used in analyzing the surface

state spectra of semiconductor wafers. (ii) A very accurate means

for the determination of inorganic semiconductor heterojunction

offsets by capacitance-voltage techniques was developed. This

extension of earlier developed methods makes C-V measurements the
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most reliable manner of offset measurement since it can separately

determine the contributions of surface states and the HJ dipole.

This technique was applied to the study of Ino.53Gao.47As/InP which

was expedited by the use of organic thin film contacts. (iii) The

organic technique was employed to study Hgo.7Cdo.3Te/CdTe HJ's via

our accurate C-V method. Results surprisingly indicate that these

materials form a Type II heterojunction with a valence band offset

energy of 110 ± 20 meV.
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this two year investigation has been to expand

the use of organic thin films as a diagnostic tool for the study of

InGaAs/InP and related heterojunctions (HJs). This work builds on

past experience in using such organic materials for the investigation

of several III-V and Group IV semiconductors. However, in this

program, considerable attention was used in understanding the

fundamental nature of the organic-Inorganic (01) semiconductor

contact to allow for more confident interpretation of data used to

determine the surface properties of the underlying semiconductors.

In general, most of the major tasks set forward in the proposed

program were accomplished, and in addition, several interesting new

areas of study were pursued which yielded unexpected results.

In particular, the following goals were accomplished during the

course of this program:

1) A detailed theoretical understanding of the transport properties

of charge across the 01 HJ was developed. To this end, a general

theory concerning the bias dependence of the quasi-Fermi levels and

carrier velocities across the 01 HJ was derived, and was found to

provide a simple, clear explanation of the admittance spectra for 01

diodes used in determining the defect state density spectrum at the

semiconductor surface. Thus, the 01 technique was further developed

in its ability to act as an in-process monitor of the effects that

exposure of the semiconductor surface to various chemical agents or

process conditions have on the ultimate state of that surface. A

second result of this analysis was the finding that the carrier
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velocities across the organic thin film are unexpectedly high. In

related research, direct measurements of these theoretical findings

were verified, and indicated that the 01 HJ has considerable promise

for high frequency optoelectronic device applications, as well as

being a structure useful for high frequency analysis of semiconductor

properties.

Furthermore, this study has led directly to the measurement of

the valence-band offset energy between the organic, 3,4,9,10

perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA), and p-Si. To our

knowledge, this is the first time that the band discontinuity energy

between a crystalline molecular organic semiconductor and an

inorganic semiconductor has been accomplished. We find that this

interface is nearly ideal with a negligible contribution of defect

states to the overall offset potential. This finding is most

significant in that it appears to open the way to the realization of

a very broad range of 01 HJ devices which might find general

optoelectronic applications.

2) Following on these theoretical results, we investigated the non-

destructive nature of several organic compounds when deposited onto

Si surfaces. Here, we found that some perylene and naphthaline-based

compounds can indeed be used to obtain the as-prepared surface state

density at the semiconductor surface. However, other compounds such

as the metal-phthalocyanines (metal-Pc's) actively undergo surface

reactions with the semiconductor surface. While this effect makes

these latter compounds ineffective for the study of intrinsic surface

defects, we conclude that the metal-Pc's provide a unique tool for

5



studying metal/semiconductor surface reactions, since the Pc's can be

used to introduce trace concentrations of metal atoms to the

semiconductor surfaces. Thus, the metal-Pc's, used in combination

with other analytical techniques including the OI-HJ surface study

technique, may prove to be an important means for understanding the

mechanisms surrounding Schottky barrier formation on III-V compound

semiconductor surfaces.

3) Full software tools for studying the distribution of various

wafer parameters (such as epitaxial layer thickness, doping density,

defect charge at surfaces and at heterojunctions, etc.) have been

developed. Several InGaAs/InP heterojunction wafers grown in our

liquid phase epitaxial growth system were mapped using this software,

and this process was useful in gaining an understanding of the

dynamics of growth. Some of this software has been transferred for

use at RADC as part of our collaborative effort.

4) A method for the very accurate determination of band

discontinuity energies was developed and applied, along with the 01

technique, to the measurement of the band offset energies of

InGaAs/InP heterojunctions. This work has resulted in what we

believe to be the most accurate method for determining HJ band offset

energies. Its major strength lies in the fact that it is the only

method which measures the band offset energies while removing the

effects of interface state charge from this measurement.

5) To obtain carrier concentration profiles very deeply into the

bulk of samples with thick epitaxial layers, we have combined the 01

diagnostic technique with the taper-etching of samples. For the
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particular samples studied using tapered surfaces, we used a n-

Hgo.7Cdo.3Te/p-HgO.7 Cdo.3Te/P-CdTe wafer where the total epitaxial

layer thickness was nearly 10 Ian. The entire composite profile was

made through both n and p-type material. We were able to

successfully profile all layers and we obtained, for the first time

by capacitance-voltage methods, a measurement of the band offset

energy at the HgCdTe/CdTe HJ interface. Here, our methods for very

accurate determination of offset energies was applied to this

materials system.

Several manuscripts have been published or have been submitted

for publication as a result of this two-year program. Reprints of

those papers which have been published are included in Appendix A.

The substance of papers which have been accepted, or are awaiting a

publication decision, are included in the body of this report. The

titles and authors of all publications are listed below:

1) F. F. So and S. R. Forrest, "Dependence of the electrical

characteristics of organic-on-inorganic semiconductor contact barrier

diodes on organic thin-film composition", J. Appl. Phys., 3, 442

(1988).

2) S. R. Forrest and F. F. So, "Organic-on-Inorganic semiconductor

heterojunctions: Energy-band discontinuities, quasi-Fermi levels,

and carrier velocities", J. Appl. Phys., 64, 399 (1988).

3) F. F. So and S. R. Forrest, "Measurement of the valence-band

discontinuities for molecular organic semiconductor/inorganic

semiconductor heterojunctions", Appl. Phys. Lett., 52, 1341 (1988).
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4) F. F. So and S. R. Forrest, "Growth characteristics of organic-

on-inorganic semiconductor heterostructures", Proc. SPIE, 944, 117

(1988).

5) S. J. Chang, L. Y. Leu, and S. R. Forrest and C. E. Jones,

"Determination of the free carrier concentration profiles and valence

band discontinuity energy of Hgo.7Cdo.3Te/CdTe heterojunctions using

organic thin films", Appl. Phys. Lett. (March, 1989).

6) L. Y. Leu and S. R. Forrest, "Accurate determination of

heterojunction band discontinuity energies in the presence of

interface traps using capacitance-voltage techniques", submitted to

Appl. Phys. Lett. (1988).

This report is organized as follows: in Sec. II we discuss the

theory and applications of the 01 technique, and give details of

sample preparation and organic material purification methods. In

Sec. III we highlight the most important aspects of the theory

regarding charge transport across 01 barriers, and its application to

the study of semiconductor surfaces. In Sec. IV, the method for

highly accurate measurement of inorganic HJ offset energies in the

presence of interface charge is detailed, and is applied to the study

of InGaAs/InP heterojunctions. Sec V is concerned with obtaining

very deep profiles through both p and n-type layers. Here, the study

of an HgCdTe/CdTe multilayer sample is discussed, as well as our

results on the measurement of HgCdTe/CdTe valence band offset

energies by the techniques described in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we

present conclusions and directions for future research.
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II. 01 device fabrication and theory

a. Sample preparation

To obtain high-quality, stable, reproducible diodes it is

imperative to purify organic materials prior to their use in devices.

The compounds with which we are most often concerned1 are PTCDA,

N,N'-dimethyl-3,4,9,1O-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide (DIME-PTCDI),

3,4,7,8-naphtahlenetetracarboxyl ic dianhydride (NTCDA) and the

phthalocyanines (Pc's) including CuPc and metal free Pc (or H2Pc).

The methods available for purification are limited due to the

relative insolubility of these organic semiconductors. For obtaining

high purity, therefore, gradient vacuum sublimation appears to give

the best quality product. To purify PTCDA, a few grams of

commercially available powder are placed at the sealed end of a Pyrex

tube. Quartz wool is then packed down on top of the PTCDA to keep it

from spreading uncontrollably throughout the tube as vacuum is

applied. The tube is evacuated to less than 10-4 torr, and with the

pump on, it is inserted into the open end of a standard diffusion

furnace. The sample is brought to 425-4500C (for PTCDA) and remains

at that temperature for the duration of the purification process.

This temperature is adjusted for other materials to be somewhat less

than their specific vacuum sublimation temperatures. After the

sublimation proceeds for about 16 hr., the tube is cooled while the

vacuum pump remains on. The walls of tube show bands of material of

different colors. Only the region nearest the hot end is of

interest. In the case of PTCDA, the band riarest the hot end

consists of a dark, reddish crystalline substance that exhibits

9



elemental analysis and spectroscopic properties expected for PTCDA.

Recovered product is about 10-20% by weight of the starting material.

We found that gradient sublimation is a method that requires a

great deal of time and yields a small amount of pure material. A

more convenient and efficient means of producing usable PTCDA may

sometimes be necessary. One such method is continuous extraction

using a Soxhlet apparatus with hot 2-methoxyethylether (diglyme)

under a dry N2 atmosphere. The impurities are removed in the

extraction process, leaving PTCDA that after drying in vacuo gives

high-quality organic contacts usable in wafer-diagnostic

applications.

Once the organic material is purified the first step in the

fabrication of 01 diodes (Fig. 1) is to clean the semiconductor

substrate. For most semiconductor materials, a thorough solvent

cleaning is employed, followed by an oxide-removing etch, such as

exposure of the sample to an HF solution. However, in some

materials, particularly InP and related compounds, it has been found

that the contact barrier can be significantly enhanced by exposure of

the surface to an oxidant such as HNO3 or H202 following the solvent

surface-cleaning procedure. A summary of surface preparation

conditions used for several semiconductor materials is given in Table

1.

Immediately following surface cleaning, the sample is inserted

into a standard vacuum apparatus, and brought to a pressure lower

than 10- 5 torr. A full-surface ohmic contact is then deposited onto

the bottom substrate surface. Next, 1000-2000 A of the organic

10
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Fig. 1
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Table I

Surface-cleaning sequence for selected semiconductorsa

1:4 HF:H 20 HNO3 (conc.) 30%H202

Semiconductorc  (30 s) (10 s) (30s)

SI X
GaAs X X
InP X X
Ino.53Gao. 47As X

aSurface treatments all follow a thorough detergent and solvent

cleaning. All acid exposure steps were followed by a 5 min rinse in

deionized water. Samples were inserted in a vacuum system for

organic film deposition immediately following the last water rinse

and blow dry.

bExposure to 30% H202 for 2 min for this sample.

cCuInSe2 and CdTe undergo solvent clean only.
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material is deposited onto the precleaned top wafer surface at vacuum

levels similar to those employed for deposition of the metallic

contact. Deposition sources consisting of two chambers separated by

baffles, such as those employed for silicon oxide deposition are

convenient for use in the sublimation of crystalline organic

materials. The thickness of the organic film is monitored during

deposition, with a standard oscillating crystal monitor, on the basis

that the density of PTCDA is 1.7 g/cm3 . Details of the deposition

and synthesis of other organic compounds used in these studies are

reported in the literature 2"4; hence we concern ourselves here only

with the details of formation of the archetype PTCDA-based diodes.

After the organic film has been deposited, an ohmic top metal contact

pad 3000-4000 A thick is deposited onto the thin film surface through

a shadow mask. Ohmic contact metals made to the various organic

compounds used in this study are listed in Table II.

Electrical measurements are made by contacting the diodes using

a standard wafer probe station; soft Au wire probes are used to avoid

damage to the devices. Alternatively, eutectic thermal compression

bonds have been made to In contact dots on chips premounted on TO-18

headers. This latter arrangement is particularly useful when the

samples are subjected to variable temperature measurements during

which the mechanical contact used in the probe station may be

unreliable. After the measurements are complete, the organic film

and top ohmic contacts can be removed by immersion in a dilute

aqueous base solution (e.g. KOH:H 20 or positive photoresist

developer) followed by a thorough rinse in deionized water.

13



Table II

Ohmic Contact Metallization for Various

Organic Materials

Organic Material Ohmic Contact

PTCDA In, Ti, ITO

NTCDA In

CuPc Au

H2Pc In

14



b. Theory of the 01 heterojunction diode

In order to understand the electrical properties of the 01

heterojunction, it is necessary to study the crystal structure of

these organic materials. For example, PTCDA is a monoclinic crystal

that forms infinite stacks of planar, uniformly spaced molecules in

which the atoms of one molecule are located directly above adjacent

molecules5, as shown in Fig. 2. The most important aspect of the

crystal structure of PTCDA is its extremely small interplanar spacing

of 3.21 A, which is even smaller than that of graphite (3.37 A).

Thus, the x-orbitals overlap to the extent that carriers moving along

the stacking axis are highly delocalized. However, no such orbital

overlap occurs in the stacking plane thus inhibiting transport in

this direction. This gives rise to a significant anisotropy of

electrical conductivity when measured with respect to the crystalline

axes. Typical anisotropies range from 10-1000.

Anistropy can also be caused by the presence of grain boundaries

in the organic films. The deposited organic films are

polycrystalline, with a grain size on the order of several thousand

angstroms5 . Carriers moving in the vertical direction are not likely

to cross the grain boundaries if the organic film is thin enough

(<2000 A). On the other hand carriers moving along any in-plane

direction will be trapped at the grain boundaries and therefore the

mobility is drastically reduced, resulting in additional anisotropy

in conductivity. To gain an appreciation of the mechanisms active in

01 diode current transport, we examine the band diagram of the

organic-inorganic heterointerface shown in Fig. 3. This diagram has
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Fig. 2

160

o H

3, 4,9, 10 Perylenetetracarboxylic Dianhycdride
(PTCDA) (Unit Cell)

o*Crystalline Aromatic Dianhycdricde
* Stable
* Deposited in vacuum

Fig. 2
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been constructed by inference from several properties of the organic

material as well as from analysis of 01 diode performance

characteristics. In this diagram, we show the contact between PTCDA

and an n-type semiconductor with band gap energy Eg. The PTCDA "band

gap' of 2.2 eV extends from the top of the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).

This material differs markedly from a conventional, inorganic

semiconductor such as Si in that the total bandwidth (from the bottom

of the HOMO to the top of the LUMO) is only 0.9 eV larger than the

band gap, as inferred from spectroscopic data (see inset, Fig. 3).

Additional tightly bound bands exist at higher energies beyond the

top of the LUMO band, and there can be futher energy gaps interfacial

layer of thickness Sss and densities of the defect states Dss and

Dso.

The predominant mechanism for carrier transport across this

heterojunction-like interface is thermionic emission. In this case,

the current density is given by2,6:

JT - Jo[exp(OVD) - 1], (1)

where JT is the total current density; Jo is the saturation current

density; p - q/kT (q is the electronic charge, k is Boltzmann's

constant, and T is the absolute temperature); and VD is the voltage

dropped across the inorganic semiconductor substrate. The saturation

current (See Sec. III) is J0 m exp(-B), where OB is the energy

barrier between the organic and inorganic materials, and is a result

of their different bulk electrostatic potentials. In effect, this

barrier height is similar to the conduction band discontinuity energy

17
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at an inorganic/semiconductor heterojunction. The constant of

proportionality in this expression for the saturation current is

determined by the density of states in the inorganic layer6. Note

that the saturation current is strongly reduced as the barrier energy

is increased. It is the large values of *B and small value of Jo

that account for the low reverse-biased leakage currents commonly

observed in 01 devices.

From Eq. (1), and from the theory discussed more fully in the

next section, it is apparent that a measurement of the saturation

current as a function of temperature will give its activation energy.

In this work, we directly measured the heterojunction offsets between

PTCDA and p-Si. A plot7 of log(Js) as a function of I/T is shown in

Fig. 4. A schematic cross-sectional drawing of an organic-on-

inorganic semiconductor heterojunction device is shown in the inset.

A least square fit to the data, as indicated by the straight line,

gives OBp - 0.56 ± 0.02 eV. The valence band discontinuity energy,

AEv, for this isotype heterojunction is obtained from

AEv - OBp + Ss -So (2)

where Ss and So are the differences between the Fermi-level and the

valence band maximum in the inorganic and organic bulk

semiconductors. Taking the p-SI hole concentration of 5 x 1014 cm"3,

a hole concentration2 of 5 x 1014 cm"3 for PTCDA, and assuming the

effective hole mass (m*) in PTCDA is equal to the free electron mass,

we obtain AEv - (0.48 ± 0.2)eV for a PTCDA/p-Si heterojunction.

Also, AEc - AEg - AEv - 0.6 eV where AEg is the difference in band

gap energies between PTCDA and SI.
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We have also measured AEv directly by internal photoemission

spectroscopy. In this experiment, a PTCDA/p-Si heterostructure was

illuminated through the Si substrate using a chopped light source,

such that light with energy greater than 1.1 eV is filtered by the

substrate. Further attenuation of short wavelength light was

achieved by inserting a second Si wafer between the sample and the

light source. The short circuit photocurrent was then measured as a

function of photon energy. Fig. 5(a) shows a photoemission spectrum

where a peak is found at hv - 0.57 eV. The results can be

interpreted as follows: At hv<0.57 eV, holes in the organic film are

emitted over the 01 energy barrier. This photoemission current is

expected to follow: Iph m (hy - AEv)2 . Fig. 5(b) shows a plot of

the square root of photocurrent versus hy for the data taken on the

long wavelength side of the emission peak. A least squares fit to

these data gives AEy - (0.50 ± 0.1) eV--a value which agrees with

that obtained from the forward I-V characteristics.

Note that at hy > 0.57 eV, Iph drops rapidly to zero. This can

be understood using the band diagram shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a).

For PTCDA, the total bandwidth (BW), which is the sum of highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO) bandwidths, is only 0.9 eV. Thus, transition "b"

beyond the BW is forbidden, resulting in a drop in Iph for high

energy photons.

Equation 1 is constrained by the requirement that the total

applied voltage (Va) be given by:

Va - Vo + Vss + VD - Vo + VD', (3)
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where Vo is the voltage across the organic thin film,, and Vss is the

voltage across the interface region. We define n via:

Vss - (n -1)V .  (4)

Equation I can then be rewritten in a somewhat more convenient form:

JT - Jo(exp(OVD/n) - 1). (5)

Transport of charge across the organic layer is limited, at least at

high current, by space charge injection from the ohmic metal contact.

In this regime, it can be shown that:

JT -"9/8xitpV2o/d3, (6)

where xi is the permittivity of the organic material, d its

thickness, and pp the mobility of holes. Simultaneous solution of

Eq. 5 and 6 can thus be used to calculate the foward and reverse

current characteristics of the 01 diode, provided that the correct

values for n, d, and other variables are used. Figure 6 shows both

the measured and calculated forward current characteristics for

several PTCDA-Si diodes in which the PTCDA layer thickness was

varied. The dark current rises exponentially at low voltage, which

is consistent with Eq. 5, whereas at higher voltage JT - Vol (Eq. 6).

The reverse current is determined solely by thermionic emission and

other bulk semiconductor properties. The reverse breakdown voltage

is comparable to that expected for ideal p-n junction diodes

fabricated using only the underlying semiconductor substrate. This

high breakdown voltage, which is the key to the utility of the 01

structure for wafer. diagnostics, results from the fact that the 01

heterointerface is far from the diode contacts. In Schottky diodes,

however, low-voltage breakdown occurs due to the high density of
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electric field lines at the contact edges. As suggested in the

treatment given above, the metal-organic interface in the 01 diode is

not the current-limiting interface. Due to the large anisotropy of

conductivity of the organic material, current is confined to the

region under the contact pad. There is no significant current

spreading under the contact pad, which indicates that the field lines

are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the wafer surface.

This low field concentration thus avoids low-voltage, edge-related

breakdown in the 01 diodes.

Data for wafer diagnostic applications is obtained via standard

capacitance-voltage (C-V) analysis. In the absence of surface or

interface states in the 01 diode, the capacitance is related to the

apparent free carrier concentration, n*(x*), in the underlying

semiconductor wafer according to the familiar relationship 8 :

n*(x*) - (2/qxsA2)dVD(d(l/C2D) (7)

Here CD is the capacitance due to the depletion of the semiconductor

substrate material, A is the ohmic contact area, and xs is the

permittivity of the -semiconductor. Furthermore, the apparent

distance from the 01 interface at which the free carrier

concentration is determined using Eq. 7 is given by:

x* -sA/CD. (8)

Thus, by measuring CO as a function of voltage, one can also obtain

the free carrier concentration as a function of depth from the wafer

surface. Indeed, the higher the applied voltage, the deeper the

profile can be extended into the semiconductor bulk, which makes 01

diode anlysis extremely useful for obtaining n* versus x* data. For
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example, for uniformly doped semiconductors, the relationship between

x* and voltage is:

x*2 - 2r-s(V D + OB)/qn*(x*) (9)

For a typical Schottky barrier diode, generally less than 10 V can be

applied in the reverse-biased direction; however, voltages more than

ten times this value can be applied to similar 01 structures. This

fact suggests that the free carrier concentration profile can be

extended three to four times deeper into the semiconductor bulk in

these latter diodes. This capability makes the 01 diode very

attractive for wafer diagnostic applications.

Note that Eq. 7 and 8 depend on CD and VD, which are not

directly measurable quantities. However, Eq. 3 and 5 make it

apparent that under reverse bias, where the current is small and far

from being space-charge-limited, the amount of the total voltage

dropped across the organic film (Vo) is very small compared with VD.

Therefore we can assume that Va - VD. Furthermore, it can be shown

that at moderate measurement frequencies (f < 1 MHz) the effect of

the capacitance due to the organic film is negligible compared with

CD. In this case, Eq. 7 and 8 can be simplified by replacing VD and

CD with Va and CT, respectively, where CT is the total 01 diode

capacitance.

The depth resolution of the C-V method is limited to a few Debye

lengths, LO, where

LD2 -rskT/[qZAn*(x*)]. (10)

Thus, for a semiconductor substrate with a net free carrier

concentration of 1 x 1015 cm"3, a typical depth resolution is roughly
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1000 A, and that number decreases with increasing carrier

concentration. The spatial resolution is limited, in principle, only

by the width of the depletion region at breakdown, which is usually

on the order of a few micrometers. In practice, however, the spatial

resolution is limited by the minimum diameter of contact that can be

easily probed.

Although 01 analysis follows traditional C-V measurement

techniques, the strengths of the method are that (a) it allows

nondestructive application and removal of the 01 contact, (b) very

large reverse biases can be applied without evidence for early

reverse breakdown phenomena, and (c) high spatial and depth

resolution are inherent in this technique.

c. Applications of the 01 diode to wafer diagnostics

i) Depth profiling of free carrier concentration and epitaxial layer

thickness

Figure 7 shows a typical profile of the free carrier

concentration of a heteroepitaxial wafer consisting of thin layers of

InGaAsP and InGaAs grown on an InP wafer substrate. All epitaxial

layers shown are lightly n-type, and the substrate is S-doped to

approximately 1018 cm"3 . The growth of the layers was accomplished

by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). There are several features

immediately apparent in this profile that provide information about

the properties of the grown layers. For example, the data indicate a

background doping level of approximately 4 x 1015 cm"3 in the bulk of

the InGaAs layer. The spike features result from the energy band
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discontinuities arising at the heterojunctions between semiconductors

of differing compositions. These features can be analyzed to

determine the size of the energy discontinuity, as is shown below.

Here, however, we only note that the spike peaks ir4 " ate the

positions of the InP-InGaAs and InGaAs-InGaAsP interfaces. Using

this information, we infer that the thickness of the InGaAsP layer is

0.45 pm and that of the InGaAs layer is 1.50 nm. Thus the

discontinuities in energy bands, or even free carrier concentration,

that arise at interfaces between two grown layers can be resolved

from C-V data to accurately indicate the thickness of these layers.

Finally, the free carrier concentration appears to increase very

rapidly near the wafer surface (i.e. as x > 0). A detailed study of

the conductance properties of the wafer in the near-surface region,

which is accessed at low applied voltage, can yield quantitative

information as to the energy and densities of defect levels at

semiconductor surfaces9 .

Once the free carrier concentration has been determined at

several different locations around a wafer surface via a measurement

of the C-V characteristics of a matrix of 01 diodes, it is possible

to construct "contour maps" delineating the spatial distribution of

the various wafer properties accessible by these methods. Figure 8

is such a map of the thickness of an InGaAs layer grown via LPE. The

thickness of the layer was determined from the depth at which the

free carrier concentration increased abruptly from its value in the

grown layer (-1 x 1015 cm"3) due to the existence of charge

accumulation at the InGaAs/InP heterointerface (see Fig. 7). This
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map indicates a thin region at the periphery of the wafer, becoming

considerably thicker near the center. Understanding of the geometry

of the growth reactor can lead to a consistent picture of the source

of these nonuniformities. We speculate that these growth

inhomogenities are a result of small thermal gradients which occur

across the diameter of the growth furnace.

It is apparent that these contour maps contain a wealth of

diagnostic information about the wafer, and the dynamics of the

conditions under which it was grown. Furthermore, if the organic

layer is removed after such information is obtained, it is possible

to fabricate the semiconductor devices for which the material was

originally grown. The finished device performance can then be

directly correlated with the detailed materials data. Such studies

result in a rapid and in-depth understanding of the materials, which

can then be used to obtain a higher ultimate device yield.

As noted previously, the spikes in the free carrier

concentration profiles in the region of heterojunctions can be figure

analyzed to determine the energy discontinuity, which is due to the

energy dipole resulting from the semiconductor-semiconductor contact.

The source of this heterojunction feature can be understood in terms

of the energy band diagram of an InP/InGaAs heterojunction shown in

the inset of Fig. 9. The increase in conduction-band electron energy

on the large band gap side of the heterointerface results in the

depletion of carriers from this region, as evidenced by a dip in the

measured free carrier concentration (n*(x*)) shown in Fig. 9. This

depletion is balanced on the small band gap side by charge
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accumulation, thus giving rise to a large peak in the n(x) data.

Although the resolution limits inherent in C-V analysis preclude

direct correlation of the apparent (measured) concentration profile

with the actual carrier density in the region of rapidly varying

potentials, it can be shown that the total potential difference can

nevertheless be inferred from such concentration measurements10 .

Thus, the diffusion potential difference across a heterojunction is

given by:

VOK - q/s f (N - n*(x*))(x*))(x* - xj*)dx (10)

where xj* is the apparent position of the heterojunction inferred

from the position of the peak in n*(x* - x*I). Once the diffusion

potential is known, the conduction band discontinuity energy (AEc) is

easily obtained by taking into account the positions of the Fermi

energies in the bulk of the two contacting semiconductors.

The large energy barriers obtained using the 01 technique have

made it possible to measure the conduction band discontinuities of

several different compositions of InGaAsP on InP using capacitance

analysis techniques11 . The C-V method requires that a large reverse

bias be applied to the semiconductors such that the depletion region

can be swept into regions far from the heterojunction both above and

figure below xI. Due to the relatively small Schottky barriers

characteristic of InP-based compounds, this measurement has not been

possible by means other than the OI technique (where the energy

barrier is -0.55 eV on InP-based compound semiconductors, independent

of phosphorous concentration). We find that for InP-InGaAs(P)
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heterojunctions the energy gap difference between the contacting

materials, AEg is related to AEc via:

AEc -0.39 AEg. (11)

i1) Deep level analysis

The 01 technique can be applied to obtain any wafer information

accessible via a measurement of the capacitance (and in some cases,

the current) of the 01 diode. An important application is therefore

possible: deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) and other

admittance spectroscopic means for determining the cross-sections,

energies, and densities of deep levels present in the underlying

semiconductor substrate. Such deep level analysis of some

interesting semiconductors was not possible using alternate

techniques due to the low barrier heights associated with

conventional metal-semiconductor barriers generally used in these

applications. Thus the nondestructive nature of the application of

01 contacts, the high energy barriers, and the ability to apply large

reverse biases make this technique advantageous for use in DLTS and

other deep level analysis methods.

Figure 10 shows the DLTS spectrum obtained for both n- and p-

type GaAs using the 01 contact method. For comparison purposes, in

Fig. 10a the data were obtained using both an 01 diode and a

conventional Au-GaAs Schottky contact, which works well for n-type

GaAs. As can be seen, there are no significant differences in the

peak positions observed using the two contact types, although the

peak height of the EL 14 level is considerably higher for the 01

diode than that obtained for the Au-contact diode. This variation is
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* due to nonuniformities in the density of this level at different

locations of the wafer under study.

The deep level spectrum for the p-type material (Fig. 1Ob)

indicates two defect energy peaks. Typically, the barrier heights

observed on p-GaAs are on the order of 0.5-0.6 eV, which makes DLTS

profiling difficult at elevated temperatures. However, we have found

barrier heights of 0.85 eV with both PTCDA and the related compound

DIME-PTCOI when they are deposited onto the surface of p-GaAs. Thus,

depletion and profiling of defect levels deep into the semiconductor

bulk with a high degree of resolution of the positions and

intensities for the transient spectral peaks become possible even at

high temperatures.

III. Transport Theory

A primary objective of the theoretical work pursued in this

program was to predict the value of the saturation current, Jo, in

Eq. 1. By so doing, both the microscopic transport mechanisms and

the dependence of the quasi-Fermi levels on applied voltage can be

more clearly understood. These properties are required if we are to

predict diode transient response, and they are also needed to

interpret admittance data obtained using the surface analysis

spectroscopic techniques described in earlier work.

The derivation of Jo and other results obtained from this

theoretical treatment are given in detail in Appendix A (S.R. Forrest

and F. F. So, J. Appl. Phys., 64, 402 (1988)). The most important

aspects of this work are summarized in this section.
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It can be shown that the saturation current density of p-P 01

HJ's is given by:

Jo - qNvs<vc>(1 + <vc>/vd)exp(-qOBp/kT) (12)

where Nvs is the effective density of states at the valence band

maximum in the inorganic semiconductor, vd is the diffusion velocity

in the substrate, and <vc> is the mean carrier velocity in the

organic thin film. Since the organic material is essentially a

resistive medium (with conductivity, a), the mean carrier velocity

increases linearly with mobility and electric field. Due to the

dependence of current on E-field (J - GE) in resistive media, the

drift component of the velocity vanishes under reverse bias or low

forward bias in 01 diodes. In this case, <vc> becomes limited by

diffusion, and is given by:

<vc> 2 - #pkT/qTp (13)

where lp is the hole mobility in PTCDA, and Tp is its lifetime. We

estimate that <vc> is 500 - 3000 cm/s from mobility and lifetime data

obtained in independent experiments. Furthermore, using a direct

measurement of the transient response time of PTCDA/p-Si diodes, mean

carrier velocities within this same range of values have been

observed.

Under larger forward bias, <vc> increases very rapidly with

applied voltage, as seen from Fig. 11. This increase continues until

polaron scattering becomes dominant, at which point the drift

velocity saturates. The electric field at which velocity saturation

occurs is as yet undetermined, although it appears to be at12 <vC> >

104 cm/s.
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A major conclusion of this theory which has been subsequently

borne out in experimental tests is that the carrier velocities in 01

HJ diodes are higher than initially expected, thus opening up many

opportunities for the realization of high bandwidth optoelectronic

devices using the 01 structure.

A further conclusion of this theory is that the potential

measured at the interface between the organic and inorganic

semiconductors (or surface potential, 0s) is nearly linear with

voltage applied across the substrate (VD) over a wide range of both

forward and reverse bias. This situation is considerably different

than that obtained for Schottky diodes under reverse bias. In this

case, the Fermi energy is "pinned" at the barrier energy, 0B, and is

thus independent of applied bias. Since the Fermi energy in 01

diodes is not similarly pinned, it can be swept both above and below

*B, which allows this structure to be used to obtain information

regarding defect states in both the upper and lower halves of the

semiconductor bandgap.

The dependence of *s on V0 is shown in Fig. 12 for several

different values of 01 HJ diffusion potential. This linear

relationship between surface potential and applied voltage arises

since <vc><<vd. Note that in the case of Schottky diodes, <vc> - vd,

resulting in a constant Os with VD under reverse bias, as shown in

the figure. The linear relationship between these quantities in 01

HJ diodes easily allows one to calculate the surface potential. By

measuring the admittance of the diode as a function of voltage, one

can then determine the semiconductor surface state density as a
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function of position within the band gap, as required for the study

of such defects.

The results of one such spectrum obtained for several different

organic materials deposited onto the surface of p-type Si is shown in

Fig. 13. A complete explanation of these surface spectra are

described in Appendix A. However, we see that the surface state

densities obtained for both PTCDA and NTCDA are uniformly distributed

across the band gap of the substrate, and are approximately equal to

2 x 1012 cm'2eV"1 -- values expected for Si with a thin native oxide

on the surface. On the other hand, results for Cu-phthalocyanine

(CuPc), and to a lesser extent, metal-free Pc (H2Pc) are considerably

different. In the case of CuPc there is a large peak in the surface

state spectrum at 0.5 eV above the valence band maximum in Si. This

energy is approximately equal to the energy of bulk Cu acceptors in

Si, as indicated by the arrow in the figure. From these results, we

conclude that the Cu ligand atom in many of the CuPc molecules

undergoes a reaction with the Si surface. The reaction process might

proceed by the following two-step mechanism:

H20 + CuPc <--> H2Pc + CuO (14a)

2CuO + Si <--> Si0 2 + 2Cu (14b)

Due to the strength of the SiO 2 bond (as compared with the Cu-N

bond in CuPc), these reactions are strongly favored from free-energy

arguments. Also from the area under the CuPc peak in Fig. 13, we

estimate that roughly 0.5% of the surface CuPc molecules are involved

in such a reaction. The smaller peak observed in the H2Pc spectrum

probably has similar origins to that of the CuPc sample. However, in
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the former experiment, the defects might be induced by metallic

impurities deposited along with the organic film.

In summary, it is apparent that the theoretical treatment of the

microscopic nature of charge transport across 01 HJ's has lead to a

substantial advance in our ability to interpret surface admittance

data obtained from these structures, and indicates that they are

indeed useful tools for studying the surface defects all across the

bandgap of the underlying semiconductors. Furthermore, this theory

has lead to the direct measurement, for the first time, of the va-

lence band offsets at heterointerfaces made between crystalline orga-

nic molecular semiconductors and inorganic semiconductors (Sec. II).

It was also used to predict high bandwidth operation of 01 diodes

which was later verified experimentally.

IV. Accurate Determination of Heterojunction Band Discontinuity

Energies

The capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique proposed by Kroemer, et

al. 10 and discussed briefly in Sec. II. has been widely used to

measure the energy band discontinuities of many isotype

heterojunctions (HJs). This method exhibits features which have

advantages over many other techniques used in determining HJ band

discontinuity energies. For example, the measurements are not

sensitive to compositional gradients in the heterointerface region,

and are relatively insensitive to materials parameters such as

effective mass and permittivity. By comparison, photoluminescence

spectroscopy of multiple quantum wells is strongly dependent on the
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accurate knowledge of effective mass, quantum well width, and well

profile. Likewise, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is subject

to errors due to the need of subtracting large valence bond energies

(-10-15 eV) to obtain a small discontinuity energy (-0.1 - 0.5 eV).

Further, current-voltage measurements are vulnerable to errors

induced by parasitic current sources.

In addition to determining the band discontinuity energy, the C-

V technique is also useful for measuring the density of shallow

trapped charge near the heterojunction. With this information, the

relative quality of a HJ can be assessed such that, a priori, the

accuracy of the subsequent band discontinuity energy measurement can

be ascertained.

The HJ properties are determined by first obtaining the apparent

(or measured) free carrier concentration profile (n*(x*)) from C-V

data using Eq. (7). These data result from depleting the HJ by

applying reverse voltage to an adjacent rectifying contact. The

density of shallow trapped interface charge, aiK, of an n-type,

isotype HJ can then be obtained using: 10

OiK - - [No(x*) - n*(x*)]dx* (15)

where ND(X*) is the background donor concentration at the apparent

position x*, and xj* is the apparent position of the HJ as measured

from the location of the charge accumulation peak in the carrier

concentration profile. The conduction band discontinuity energy

(AEcK) is calculated using the diffusion potential calculated from

Eq. 10 via: AEcK - qVDK + 62 - 81, where 61 and 62 are the Fermi

energies (with respect to the conduction band minima) in the bulk of
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the contacting semiconductors. Here, subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the

different materials comprising the HJ.

There are several inherent problems with the C-V technique which

can lead to systematic errors in determining both AEc and the actual

fixed interface charge density, ot. For example, the use of Eqs. 10

and 15 is based on the assumptions that the apparent HJ position

(xj*) is equal to its actual position (xj), and that the trap density

at is low enough such that it does not significantly perturb the

often small intrinsic heterojunction dipole potential. However, due

to the limited spatial resolution inherent in C-V data, xj* is

shifted away from xj and toward the electron accumulation region at

the HJ. In order to correct for this effect, Rao, et al. 13

calculated a series of pairs of OtK and AEcK for (Ga,In)P/GaAs HJs by

assuming different values of xj, and then choosing the actual

position of the HJ to minimize aiK. Since this approach assumes that

the HJ has a very low density of interface states, it can only be

applied reliably to samples where oi  has been independently

determined to be small.

On the other hand, we can expect that a high density of defects

will Influence the values obtained for VDK, particularly if the

diffusion potential is small. 14 This situation is made worse if the

doping levels on both sides of the HJ are different. To illustrate

this last point, in Fig. 14 we show the calculated apparent free

carrier concentration profile of an InP/Ino.53Gao. 47As HJ with

background dopings of N01 - 1.1 x 1016 cm"3 and ND2 - 3 x 1016 cm"3

for InP and Ino. 53Gao.47As, respectively. The calculation is
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accomplished by numerically solving Poisson's Equation starting at

the rectifying contact made to the InP layer, and assuming that AEc -

0.24 eV, where the conduction band energy is greater on the InP side

than on the InGaAs side of the HJ15. Furthermore, for this

calculation we assume that the interface trap density is aj - -5 x

1010 cm-2 , and is confined to a region of width d - 200 A on the InP

side of the heterointerface.

In using the C-V depletion technique, the background doping

levels of both materials are obtained from the n*(x*) profile.at

distances x* far from either side of the HJ, and the integrals in

Eq's. 10 and 15 are then evaluated by assuming that ND1 and ND2 are

uniform in the HJ region. An abrupt step in doping between these

values is assumed to occur at the HJ whose position is determined

from xj*. As can be seen from the cross-hatched box in the figure,

the integral in Eq. 10 will be incorrect due to the excess area

arising from the difference between xj* and the actual position xj.

The error thus incurred is increased with an increasing difference

between ND1 and ND2. We can calculate the magnitude of the error by

rewriting Eq. 15 as:

xl[No]- n*(x*)]dx*
ViK - [ND 1 - n*(x*)]dx* - xjA A"

- .(No2 - n*(x*)]dx* - I (No2 - n*(x*)dx* (16)
xj xj.

The first and last integrals on the right hand side of Eq. (4) are

Just at, whereas the middle integrals arise since Axj - xj - xj* < 0.

Evaluating these integrals for the profile in Fig. 14 indicates that

OiK - -5.8 x 109 cm 2, or about an order of magnitude less than the
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actual value. Hence, these effects cannot be ignored without

inducing large errors in the fixed interface charge density as

obtained using previous methods.

These errors can be reduced or eliminated by solving the

integrals in Eq. 16. Grouping terms we obtain:

ai - OiK - (ND1 - ND2)Axj. (17)

By a similar analysis,14 we obtain for the diffusion potential due

only to the HJ dipole:

VD(O) - VDK + q/x[ai(Axj - d/2) - (ND2 - NDI)Axj2/2]. (18)

In deriving Eq. 18, we assume the interface traps are uniformly

distributed in a region of width, d. In other words, VDK is the

total potential drop due to the superposition of the intrinsic

heterojunction electrostatic potential (VD(O)), and the potential due

to monopolar interface defects [(q/2x)aid]. Interface states which

are dipolar in nature, however, are indistinguishable from the

intrinsic HJ dipole and can potentially induce error in the

determination of VD(O), provided such defects are present.

Note that VD(O) approaches VDK as d or ai are decreased. Thus,

measurements of AEc using the depletion technique along with Eqs. 10

and 15 are only accurate in the absence of interface traps, or for

very abrupt HJs. On the other hand, if d is large and VDK is small,

the second and third terms on the right in Eq. 18 may become larger

than the measured value of VDK. One example of HJs in which VDK

differs significantly from VD(O) are p-P Hgo. 7Cdo. 3Te/Cd(4%Zn)Te

heterojunctlons discussed in Sec. V. There, it will be shown that
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d - 0.3 urm, and AEv - 100 meV. In that case, VD(O) was found to be

five times larger than VDK.

Also note that monopolar defects (either donors or acceptors)

are indistinguishable from shallow dopants. Thus, the net trap

charge density calculated via Eq. 15 may arise from the wrong choice

of N01 or N02 . Indeed, one problem with using Eqs. 10 and 15 is the

assumption that N0 1 and N02 are known in the interface region, and

that these values change abruptly at xj* (see Fig.14). However, if

any doping nonuniformities occur over the heterointerface width, d,

we can use both Eq's. 17 and 18 to eliminate this error source to

obtain the exact value VD(O). In many cases the assumption that

variations in doping occur over a distance, d, is justified since

diffusion of dopants, semiconductor constituents and defects will

probably be most pronounced over the same spatial region. Indeed in

most experiments reported using Eqs. 10 and 15, a value of aiK - 1-

3x1010 cm"2 is often observed. While this value may in fact be due

to the presence of interfacial defects or even arise from limited

experimental resolution, it can also be explained as due simply to

deviations of N01  and N02  from their bulk values in the

heterointerface region.

As inferred from Eqs. 17 and 18, Axj and d are the only two

unknowns needed to obtain the exact trap density and diffusion

potential using the measured values of aiK, VDK, N0 1 and N02 . The

width of the interface region (d) can be measured independently; for

example, using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), or other

microscopically obtained data. Also Axj can be found using Fig. 15
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where it is plotted versus both OiK and ND1. These curves, which

have been determined via a computer solution to Poisson's Equation

assum4ng AEc - 0.12, and 0.36 eV, are independent of ND2 in the range

Ix1O15 < ND2 < 5x10 16 cm"3 . Here, each curve is obtained by

specifying values of d and AEc, although Axj is found to be

relatively insensitive to d. For example, as d is varied from 50 A

to 500 A, the variation of Axj is less than 2%. Furthermore, IAxjl

decreases linearly as AEc increases from 0 eV to 0.5 eV, independent

of doping level and interface, charge density (aiK). Hence, for any

value of AEc within this range, the dependence of JAxjJ on aiK can be

found by Interpolation from the values shown in this figure. The

error incurred by obtaining Axj for a particular aiK via interpola-

tion is less than 5%. Finally, note that Axj is relatively insensi-

tive to the effective conduction band density of states (Nc) of both

HJ materials. For example, as Nc increases from 3 x 1017 cm-3 to

3 x 1018 cm"3 , the variation of Axj is only 4% (where ND1 - ND2 -

6x1015 cm"3 and ai - 5x10 10 cm"2 are assumed).

Using Eq's. 17 and 18, in conjunction with Fig. 15, VD(O) and ai

were obtained for a N-n InP/Ino.53Gao.47As isotype heterojunction

grown by hydride vapor phase epitaxy (VPE) on (100) n+-InP substrates

S-doped to 5x10 18 cm"3 . The first layer grown was an approximately 1

pm thick, InP buffer layer, followed by 4 pm of adventitiously doped

n'-Ino.5 3Gao.47As. Next, a 0.6 pm layer of S-doped N-InP was grown,

and the final layer was a 1.2 pm thick, undoped N-InP cap. A

rectifying organic-on-inorganic (01) semiconductor contact was formed

on the top N- InP surface using the organic compound, PTCDA. The
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free carrier concentration profile for the sample which were obtained

by reverse-biasing the 01 contact is shown by the solid line in Fig.

16.

SIMS data for this sample are shown in the inset of Fig. 16.

From the indium and sulfur concentration profiles, the N-InP, N-InP,

and n'-Ino.53Gao.47As layers can be identified. The heterointerface

region width (cross hatched area) is inferred from the gradual drop

of both the indium and sulfur concentrations at the N-InP/n--

Ino.53Gao.47As interface. The heterointerface width is estimated

from these data to be d - (350 ± 50) A.

From the free carrier concentration profile of Fig. 16, we

obtain ND1 - (1.00 ± 0.02) x 1016 cm"3 , M02 - (6.00 ± 0.05) x 1015

cm 3, and xj* - (1.83 ± 0.01) Am. Using Eqs. 10 and 15, we calculate

OiK - (1.8 ± 0.3) x 1010 cm 2 and VDK - (0.21 ± 0.01) V. Taking the

electron effective masses of InP and Ino. 53Gao.47As as 0.07 mo and

0.04 mo, where mo is the free electron mass, we obtain AEcK - (0.22 ±

0.01) eV.

Using OiK and AEcK, we determine ot and AEc as follows: From

Fig.15, Axj is obtained by linear interpolation using the curve

corresponding to AEc - AEcK -- the latter value being our first best

estimate for the band discontinuity energy. In this manner, we

obtain Axj - -(250 ± 12)A. Substituting d, Axi, aiK and AEcK into

Eqs. 17 and 18, we get AEc - (0.24 ± 0.01) eV and ai - (2.7 ± 0.4) x

1010 cm"2 . More accuracy in these latter two parameters can be

achieved by iteratively repeating the process, always replacing ai

and AEc in Eqs.17 and 18 with the new values of 0
i and AEc thus
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obtained. The iterations are discontinued when the difference

between both sides of Eq. 18 becomes small. In the present example,

only a single iteration was required. Note that while AEcK and AEc

differ by only 10% for this sample, at is roughly twice aiK,

consistent with our discussion of Fig. 14 vis-a-vis the sensitivity

of this parameter to the choice of ND1 and N02.

The ability of Eqs. 17 and 18 to correct for the effects of

fixed charge was tested further using a more extreme, albiet

artificial example by assuming NDI' - 7x10 15 cm"3 for the sample in

Fig.16 instead of its actual value of ND1 - 1x10 16 cm"3. In this

case, we set d - d' equal to the integration limit on the InP side of

the HJ, thereby "assigning" the difference between ND1' and ND1 to

fixed interface charge. Following this procedure, we obtained VDK -

0.06 V, and after two iterations using Eqs. 17, 18 and Fig. 15, we

obtained, once more, the actual value of VD(O) - 0.23 V and ai' -

(ND1 - N01')/d'+ ot. This example, although somewhat contrived,

indicates the ability of the approach to achieve accurate values for

AEc even in the presence of a very high density of fixed charge.

In order to check the accuracy of ai and AEc obtained for the

InP/In 0.53Ga0.47As HJ, the apparent free carrier concentration

profile (n*(x*)) near the HJ was calculated assuming AEc(O) - 0.24

eV, d - 350 A and ai - 2.7 x 1010 cm 2. This calculated n*(x*)

profile is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 16. The agreement

between the experimental and calculated profiles is quite good,

except that the peak value at xj* for the experimental data is lower.

This also represents an improved fit over that which was obtained
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using UiK and AEcK inferred from Eqs. 10 and 15. We attribute the

difference in peak values at xj* to the interfacial compositional

gradient which tends to lower the measured peak due to a spatial

broadening of the NJ dipole.

To our knowledge, these are the first measurements of the

conduction band discontinuity energy of hydride VPE grown N-n

InP/Ino.53Gao. 47As HJ's. These data are consistent with data for

MBE20 grown samples for this same heterojunction, and furthermore,

they are consistent with data for LPE grown n-N Ino. 53Gao.47As/InP

HJs 15 - This implies that the measured conduction band discontinuity

energy is independent of growth sequence for (100) Ino. 53Gao.47As/InP

heterojunctions.

In summary, we have described a means for improving the

measurement accuracy of the interface trap density and conduction

band discontinuity energy obtained from capacitance-voltage analysis,

and have used it to study hydride VPE grown InP/1no.53Gao.47As HJs.

This approach is especially useful for the measurement of band

discontinuity energies of samples with high densities of shallow

acceptor traps (oi < 0), or with large differences in free carrier

concentrations between the contacting materials. The diffusion

potential obtained from this improved C-V technique is insensitive to

the variations in doping and trap density in the interface region.

To our knowledge, this improved capacitance-voltage technique is the

most accurate experimental means available for determining the

interface trap density and band discontinuity energies of

semiconductor heterojunctions.
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V. The Application of the 01 technique to the study of taper etched

HgCdTe/CdTe heterojunctions.

CdTe and associated compounds are becoming increasingly

important as a far IR detection material. Hence, in this study we

investigated CdTe and HgCdTe/CdTe heterojunctions supplied by C.

Jones at the Santa Barbara Research Center. During the course of

these experiments, several difficulties had to be overcome, including

finding a suitable organic contact for Hg-containing compounds once

we discovered that PTCDA and associated compounds react with free Hg

on the wafer surface, and also finding means to profile across p-n

junctions and deep into very thick epitaxial layers. The details of

this experiment are given below." Indeed, the experiments here were

successful in that we have, for the first time, measured the energy

band offsets in HgCdTe/CdTe heterojunctions by C-V techniques.

In addition, as a result of this work the 01 method is now being

used at Santa Barbara Research Center as a means for non-destructive

wafer analysis.

In our work, the capacitance-voltage depletion method discussed

in the previous section is utilized to measure the band offset of MCT

HJ's. Since this technique is insensitive to compositional gradients

at the heterojunction, it is particularly useful for studying liquid

phase epitaxially (LPE) grown Hgl-yCdyTe/CdTe heterojunctions which

can have a significant grading length due to the interdiffusion of Hg

and Cd atoms at the heterointerface. Another unique property of this

technique is that the band bending near the HJ can be directly and
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unambiguosly inferred froi the carrier concentration profile simply

by observing the location of the carrier accumulation and depletion

regions. This is different from other techniques such as XPS and

photoluminescence, which can only measure the relative energy levels

of the valence (or conduction) band edges of the two contacting

materials.

For our experiment, a -8 /im thick layer of p-type Hg0 .7Cd0 3Te

was grown by LPE onto a (111), lightly p-type Cd(4%Zn)Te substrate,

followed by a 1 pm thick n-type cap layer of HgIyCdyTe whose

composition was y-0.4 at the p-n junction. Capacitance-voltage

profiling is inherently limited in depth by the width of the

depletion region at the diode breakdown voltage. For our samples

this depth is approgimately 3 pm from the surface, falling

considerably short of the nearly 10 pm thick total layer thickness.

In order to further extend the depth to which these samples were

profiled, the wafer surface was taper-etched by slowly dipping it in

a bromine-methanol solution16. Once the taper was formed, an array

of 01 diodes was deposited along the taper direction, and hence the

profiles obtained from each diode could be assembled into a composite

profile correlating a given C-V profile to the depth of that diode

from the original, as-grown surface. To measure the depth of the

taper as a function of position along the wafer, an array of dots was

protected from the etchant using a photolithographically defined SiO 2

mask. After etching, mesas were left beneath the dots. Hence the

taper depth from the original wafer surface was easily obtained using

a surface profiler measurement of the mesa height.
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To fabricate the 01 diodes, the taper-etched sample was solvent

cleaned, and then placed in a vacuum chamber with a pressure of

-10-6 Torr where the pre-purifled organic material was deposited at a

rate of 2-3 A/s to a thickness of 500 A via vacuum-sublimation from a

resistively heated source. Two organic materials, namely H2 Pc and

CuPc were used to form rectifying contacts to the n and p-type MCT

layers. Next, In was deposited through a shadow mask to form an

array of contacts with areas of 5.5 x 10- 4 cm2. To form a contact to

the MCT, an In strip was also deposited alongside the organic film

directly onto the wafer surface.

Typical room-temperature bipolar current-voltage characteristics

for H2Pc/p-Hgo.7Cdo.3Te and CuPc/n-Hgo.7Cdo.3Te diodes are shown in

the inset of Fig. 17. Since the breakdown voltage observed for the

CuPc/MCT diodes is less than for the H2Pc/MCT device are shown in

Fig. 17. Soft breakdown is observed at -8V at T - lOOK. Here, the

breakdown voltage is defined as when the reverse dark current reaches

10 pA, and is considerably larger than the <lV breakdown observed for

metal/MCT Schottky barrier diodes. Majority carrier types are

deduced from the polarity of the I-V characteristics, and are

consistent with the doping of the MCT layers during growth. As

discussed in Sec. II, the forward characteristic is determined by

thermionic emission over the 01 energy barrier at low voltage,

followed by space charge limited currents at high voltage. This is

apparent from the I-V characteristic in Fig. 17 where the exponential

increase of the current rolls off at high voltage due to space charge
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effects. From these data we deduce a H2Pc/p-Hgo. 7Cdo.3Te barrier

energy of B - 0.41 ± 0.04 V.

Carrier concentration profiles taken from diodes along the taper

were obtained from C-V data measured at 1 MHz at different

temperatures (down to 91 K). No appreciable temperature dependence

of the carrier concentration is observed. From the room temperature

profiles and the location of the dots, the composite carrier

concentration profile from the top n-layer through the p-layer to the

Cd(4%Zn)Te substrate is obtained as shown in Fig. 18. From the

location of the peak in the concentration profile indicating the

Hgo. 7Cdo. 3Te/Cd(4%Zn)Te HJ (at xj*), we deduce that the

heterojunction between the p-Hg0 .7Cd0 .3Te layer and p-Cd(4%Zn)Te

substrate was located at about 8.5 pm relative to the top surface of

the wafer; consistent with microscopic measurement. Further, we

obtain a free carrier concentration with microscopic measurement.

Further, we obtain a free carrier concentration of 1-2x1016 cm"3 ,

4x10 15 cm-3 for the n-Hgl.yCdyTe, p-Hg0 .7Cd0.3Te and p-Cd(4%Zn)Te

layers, respectively.

The apparent free carrier concentration profile shown in Fig. 19

was measured at 91 K using a device located 6.6 pm from the original

surface. From these data, we observe that holes are accumulated at

the Cd(4%Zn)Te side, giving rise to a peak in p*(x*), and depleted

from the Hg0.7Cd0.3Te side of the HJ. This implies that the band

bending of both materials near the HJ is as shown in the inset of

Fig. 19--i.e., the valence band of Cd(4%Zn)Te lies above that of

Hg0.7Cd0.3Te at the HJ. This is contrary to previous work indicating
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that the valence band of CdTe is lower in energy than that of HgTe.

Whereas the direction of the dipole can only be inferred in most of

these measurement techniques and subject to error due to problems

inherent in the data analysis, the C-V technique gives an unambiguous

profile which can be simply correlated with the relative positions of

the accumulation and depletion regions at the dipole. Hence, Fig. 19

gives an indication that holes are indeed accumulated at the

Cd(4%Zn)Te substrate, contrary to previous expectations.

From the profile shown in Fig. 19, a valence-band discontinuity

energy of (25 ± 4) meV is obtained via Eq 10 and 15. The density of

fixed charge is calculated via Eq. 17, giving a - -(6.2 ± 0.3) x 1010

cm"2 . The negative sign of the fixed charge density indicates that

the interface traps are acceptor-like, which might be due to the

presence of Hg vacancies or impurities such as Cu, Ag and Au.

As noted above, Eqs. 10 and 15 are based on the assumptions that

the apparent heterojunction depth, xj* (as determined from the peak

position of the apparent carrier concentration profile), is equal to

the actual HJ position, xj; and that the shallow trap density a is

low enough such that it does not significantly perturb the intrinsic

heterojunction dipole potential. With these assumptions lifted by

using Eq. 18, the more accurate values obtained for the valence band

offset AEv and the fixed interface charge density are (110 ± 20) meV

and -(5.9 ± 0.3) x 1010 cm"2, respectively.

To check the accuracy of the measured AEv, the carrier

concentration profile was "reconstructed" by solving Poisson's

Equation using the valence-band energy AEv and interface charge
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density given above. Other parameters used in this simulation are

given in Table III. To accomplish this fit, we assume a width for

the interface region of d = 3000 A. We note, however, that the

quality of the fit is not strongly dependent on the value of d

chosen. As shown in Fig. 19, the agreement between the measured hole

concentration profile and the simulation result is quite good,

providing an independent check of our values for AEv and a.

VI. Conclusions

We have shown that the 01 HJ structure is an extremely useful

tool in the non-destructive analysis of semiconductor properties.

That is, the 01 device can be used to obtain detailed information

regarding such materials properties as: epitaxial layer thickness

and doping, bulk deep level energy and density, heterojunction band

offset energies and the nature of defect states at the HJ band

discontinuity, and the details of semiconductor surface states which

exist on both as-grown and processed wafers. Furthermore, the 01

technique can be used in combination with a wide range of

semiconductors including Si, Ge, GaAs, AlGaAs, InGaAs(P), InP,

HgCdTe, CdTe, GaSb and polycrystalline CuInSe2. Since the organic

material forms a HJ on the underlying substrate, it can be used on

both n and p type materials.

In this work, we greatly increased the utility of the 01

analysis technique, and applied it to the in-depth characterization

of the analysis of surface reactions which occur on Si substrates.

This work was made possible by developing a +heory of transport
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Table it

Parametersa Used for Hgo.7Cdo. 3Te/Cd(4%Zn)Te Heterojunction

Simulations

Quantity Unit Value

Energy gap (Egi) eV 0.24

Energy gap (Eg2) eV 1.60

Effective density of states (Nvl-Nv2) cm-3  1.8 x 1018

Trap region width (d) A 3000

Doping concentration (NAI) cm-3  2.5 x 1015

Doping concentration (NA2) cm 3  5 x 1014

a. Subscripts I and 2 refer to Hg0 .7Cdo. 3Te and Cd(4%Zn)Te,

respectively.
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across the 01 HJ which indicated that the structure could be used in

obtaining surface state information across nearly the entire band gap

of the underlying semiconductor being investigated. This theory also

allowed, for the first time, for the measurement of the valence band

offset energies between a crystalline molecular semiconductor (PTCDA)

and an inorganic semiconductor (Si).

A further outcome of this theory was the prediction of a

surprisingly high carrier velocity across the thin films in 01

diodes. This prediction was subsequently verified in a 01 photodiode

which exhibited fast response to optical pulses.17  These

observations point to the possible usefulness of the 01 diode in

numerous, high bandwidth applications. This aspect of the 01 HJ

opens up an exciting and original avenue of research which we are

pursuing under a current program supported by RADC.

In other work, we report the development of a method for the

very accurate determination of inorganic semiconductor heterojunction

band offsets using capacitance-voltage techniques which are

facilitated by the 01 contact. This technique provides what is

possibly the most accurate method for measuring band offset energies

since it can separate the potential contributions due to defect

charge from that contribution due to the intrinsic HJ dipole. This

technique was applied to the study of InGaAs/InP and HgCdTe/CdTe

heterojunctions which were contacted by various organic films. In

the case of the HgCdTe/CdTe HJ, it was found that, contrary to

conventional wisdom, the band-offset symmetry suggests that this is a

Type II HJ system with a staggered offset of the valence band edges.
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In summary, this program has led to significant advances in the

understanding and application of the 01 HJ structure. We are

continuing to pursue this structure as a potential solution to many

long-standing optoelectronic device problems. Future research must

result in a broadening of the utility of the 01 structure from a

purely electronic device, to a structure which makes full use of all

of the interesting electronic and optical properties of the family of

organic semiconductors exemplified by PTCDA.
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Several aromatic compounds (such as 3,4,9,10 perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride) have
previously been reported to form rectifying heterojunction energy barriers when vacuum
deposited onto inorganic semiconductor substrates such as Si, GaAs, and InP. In this paper we
report the formation of rectifying heterojunction barriers using phthalocyanine-based
compounds layered ontop-Si substrates. In many respects, the characteristics of
phthalocyanine/Si heterojunctions are similar to those formed using the aromatic anhydrides
insofar as the electrical properties can be explained using the thermionic emission space-
charge-limited transport model introduced in previous work. However, in contrast to the
earlier results, we find that a high density of surface states exist at the phthalocyanine/Si
interface. Quantitative study of the interface state density provides insight into the mechanisms
of formation of the organic-on-inurganic energy barrier.

1. INTRODUCTION overlap to the extent that carriers moving along the stack
Recently, it has been shown that when certain organic axis are highly delocalized as predicted by tight-binding

semiconductors, such as 3, 4, 9, 10 perylenetetracarboxylic theory. In other words, high mobility organic materials are
dianhydride (PTCDA), are deposited onto inorganic semi- required such that thermionic emission over the organic-
conductor substrates such as Si' 2 or InP,l a rectifying ener- inorganic heterojunction energy barrier will dominate at
gy barrier is formed at the organic-inorganic (01) interface. low-current densities. At high currents, the film resistance is
Transport of charge' across the energy barrier is limited at dominant, thereby giving rise to SCL behavior. (2) Appro-
low-current density (J< 100 mA/cm2 ) by thermionic emis- priate metal contacts must be available such that ohmic con.
sion, while at higher current density, the current-voltage tact to the organic film allows for the injection of carriers
(I-V) characteristics are determined by space-charge injec- from the external circuit. In past work, we have found that
tion from the metallic ohmic contacts into the crystalline the highly stable perylene-based and naphthalene-based
organic thin film. The energy barrier limiting charge trans- dianhydrides such as PTCDA and 3,4,7,8 naphthalenetetra-
port has been found to range from approximately 0.55 eV in carboxylic dianhydride (NTCDA) follow at least these few
lnP-based compounds, 3 to 0.85 eV on GaAs,' and is often criteria and hence form rectifying contacts when deposited
observed to exceed values obtained for conventional metal/ onto many inorganic semiconductor substrates. With the ex-
semiconductor contacts.' The resulting rectifying character- ception of polymeric 01 heterojunctions,7 there have been no
istics of 01 diodes, which are similar to those typical of ideal reports ofOl heterojunctions having been formed using non-
p-n junctions, have been attributed to the low reactivity of polymeric organic materials outside of this narrow class of
the deposited organic species, along with the low energy as- aromatic dianhydride dye compounds. This has limited both
sociated with the deposition of the thin films? These factors the usefulness of the 01 barrier, as well as the progress made
allow for the formation of an 01 heterojunction barrier with in understanding the mechanisms involved in its formation.
relatively little perturbation of the initial surface of the un- In this work we report the fabrication of similar 01 con-
derlying semiconductor as compared with surface damage tact barrier diodes using phthalocyanine-based compounds
induced during the formation of conventional metal/semi- (Pc's) deposited onto Si substrates. The Pc's are a techno-
conductor contacts." logically interesting class of dye compounds in that they are

To test this hypothesis, and to gain a deeper understand- considered potential candidates for photovoltaic cell appli-
ing of the transport mechanisms governing the 0! hetero- cations.' ° Hence, their broad range of structural, optical,
junction characteristics, it is. important to examine the role and electronic properties have been intensively studied over
that the organic thin film plays in determining the electrical the past several years.' 2 These crystalline materials form
properties of the 01 diode. In previous work,2 it has been infinite stacks when deposited in vacuum." Furthermore,
pointed out that the criteria for identifying organic materials using appropriate metals, it has been possible to form ohmic
which will form contacts with inorganic semiconductors contacts to the Pc surface. Thus, these materials fulfill the
such that current transport across the interface is limited by minimum criteria necessary for observing TE-SCL trans-
thermionic emission and space-charge injection (the TE- port across 01 heterojunctions. In this work we report on the
SCL model) are as follows: (1) The organic molecules must formation of 01 barriers using two members of this broad
form stacks such that the individual molecules in the stack class of compounds--specifically metal-free Pc (H, Pc) and
are closely spaced. In this way, the hybrid pi orbitals will copper Pc (CuPc). Our results suggest that the presence of
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the relatvely weakly bound central ligand atoms in the Pc understanding of the mechanism involved in determnnmg
molecular core might be responsible for a significantly high- the 01 heterointerfacee energy barrier height.
er density of surface state. induced at the 01 interface than
are apparent for perylene and naphaen-sd 01 hetero- IL THEORY
Junctions. Indeed, the depoaztaou of CuPc in1duces the high- The crystal and molecular structures of two (NTCDA
est density of surface states yet observed in 0! diodes, sug- ad CuPc) of the four compounds studied in this work are
gesting that chemical bonding of Cu to the Si surfakce Atoms shw in Fg. 1. We not thttestutr of PCDA has
occurs at the 01 interface. These observations cif ou bee pul sewher 1whereas the structure of H2 PC is

simila to that of CuPc except that the Cu atom is replaced
by two hydrogen atoms." Fromi the figures, it is apparent
that the molecules form stacks which maximie the overlap
of the pi systems between adjacent molecules in the stack.
This accounts for the relatively high free-carrer mobilities
of thene Compounds, ranging between 10-2 CM2/V S for
NTCDA to >1I cm 2/V s for PTCDA. An exception to this
is H2PC, Where arelatively low Mobffity 3 of 10-3 Cin/V s is
attributed to the reduced pi-orbital overlap resulting from
the alignment of the H atoms in one molecule over the N
rings in the adjacent molecule. Furthermore, charge trans-
port between adjacent stacks in all the molecules studied is
inhibited by the lack of overlap in the direction transverse to
the stacking axis These several structural characteristics re-
sult in improved confinement of charge transport to the re-
gion directly unde the contact electrode.

Detail regarding the molecular structure and the stack-
ing habits of the deposited films are given in Table 1. In this
table, e is the angle between the plane of the molecules and
the substate surface, and d is the minimum intermolecular
stacking distance. Due to the molecular stacking, Charge is
readily tasoedfrom the ohmic contact metal, through
the organic layer, across the 0! barrierand into the inorgan-

(a) ic semiconductor substra This results in a current density
limited by therdmioi emision (I4.) over the 01 barrier at

Mthe low-current denstie achieved at small forward bia and
une reverse bWas. At higher current densities attained at

ed (JL ). As has been discussed elsewhere the current den-
* Care" *Ame sity-voltage (I-P) characteristics" are described by the
* WIPiO"e stmm L following set of simultaneous equations:

04Mso mJ-O[exp(qV/nxkT) - 1] , (1)

(b)S 'V' It 3IoA~ , (2)W with4 5r -JwL and V. - V0 + V,. Here kTis the Boltz-

-d- 17man" energy a temperature T, is the saturation current

% %TABLE L Materie P d e I. Pei I, 0opa

SOcMW NTCDA Cape' Rc

Wc 14JI. 3.21 3.506 3.38 3.4

p10. 1. (a) The aytaimlecuar e of 3.7.8 mpthalmeW.- -.
taarmylic diaydricde (NTCDA). Op. dkie on -__m htabig
MWedrids aiw ozye aom (b NoMal F jeDirI of two Cafe MobWbAWM.-
CUieL Ra'y UMn OWN=m doe Wapr molecui UH& Moss aurb. the under. Slack* I,
W" agolavas. L "Muth molular a fhe upperaiecuIe.& M igi (9) 0'.2 (2Y
Roekiam of phthalocyanoe mobsue in the bmwamternd .ainOCllnic
UWWsL The hort i. e m inicata le the arimtado. of the molecular 'Data take. from Rdi 2.
aim (Rd. 10). b Dom tab fromn RAL I I and IL.
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demity which is prportiOa to exp( - q#/kT),whereqis 1'4
the electric charg, and 46 is the 01 heojunction bend CO
discontinuity energy, p is the carrier mobility, xo is the per- 1,0-
mittivity, and t is the thickness of the organic film. Finally, PTCA,/,
V. is the total externally applied voltage, V0 is the voltage FIG L~ FJ(3 2. d-md cufmt
dropped across the organic layer, V is the voltage dropped . eaity v voltag (J.V) cham-

across the inorganic layer depletion region and any interfa- i of W oevice-
cial layer which might exist, and n is a number greater than .I udm at room umpeatu

unity. Substrate series resistance has been neglected. For omp ac.. J-V data aor~~ prcDA, NTCDA. HPc~and

.... CuP-bwed deviem ar shown.
IlL EXPERIMENT z rTCA Iat Dipolmarl-Vchnowtuamso Ms ofa in/rPrCDA/p-sl diode

The devices studied in this work wer fabricated as fold
lows: First, it was necessary to identify appropriate metals
useful in forming ohmic contacts to the organic thin-film.
For this purpose, a symmetrical metal/organic/metal thin 5 'i/
film device was fabricated by depositing an approximately a. 1
2000-A-thick metallic layer onto a precleaned glass sub- VOLTAGE (vOLTs

strate. This was immediately followed by the deposition via
vacuum sublimation of approximately 1000 A of the prepur-
ified"4 organic film across the entire metal/substrate surface. posit the 0.027-m-diam ohmic metal dot contact using a
The vacuum prior to thin-film deposition was <2 X 10-  procedure similar to that used in fabricating the metal/or-
Ton'. Finally, contact dots using the same metal as that used ganic/ metal test structures. Specifc layer thicknesses and
for the full area back contacts were deposited through a contact metals used in the study are listed in Table II.
shadow mask placed onto the organic thin film. To test Typical bipolar current-voltage (I- V) characteristics of
whether the metal formed a blocking (Schottky) or ohmic an In/PTCDA/p-Si diode are shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
contact, the I- V characteristics were tested by applying a As in previous work,1 the 01 diode characteristics exhibit
potential between the top and back metal electrodes. Only exponentially increasing forward current characteristics, as
those metals which exhibited linear J-Vcharacteristics over well as low reverse-bins leakage currents until avalanche
a range of at least 0 < V< 0.2 V, and whose specific resis- breskdown in the Si substrate occurs at V. = 200 V. The
tance was nominally less than 5 X 10- - il cm1 were consid- characteristics of the 01 diodes using the three other organic
ered acceptable for further investigation, materials investigated an qualitatively similar as shown in

Once the ohmic contact metal and deposition param- Fig. 2. Here, the TE-limited regime is clearly apparent from
eters were established, the 01 diode was fabricated using the region where the current increases exponentially with
(100) p/p - epitaxial Si wafems. The resistivity of thep layer applied voltage. At higher voltage, the rate of increase in
was roughly 5 n cm. Details of the fabrication of the 01 current decreases due to space-charge injection into the thin
diodes have been described elsewhere. " After back contact film. Using Eq. (1), we can obtain the x value and 01 barrier
deposition, the top wafer surface was degreased and then height. These values for the four materials under investiga-
dipped for 1 min in a 1:1 deionized (DI) water.30% HF tion are listed in Table I. It is apparent that the lowest n
solution to remove surface oxides. The wafer was then thor- value and highest barrier are 1.45 and 0.78 V, respectively,
oughly rinsed in DI water, blown dry in iltered nitrogen, for PTCDA. On the other hand, n values as high as 3.2 for
and quickly inserted into the vacuum system for a full sur- CuPc are obtained indicating a high density of 01 heteroin-
face organic thin film deposition. Typically, between 100- terface states. However, due to the low forward bias at which
and 1000-A-thick fOlms were used. The final step was to de- the current through CuPc becomes space-charge-limited,

the x value thus obtained is subject to significant error. Fur-
thermore, we point out that the barrier heights measured

TABLE IL Charmremca of several oqmic/p.Si diodk from the I- Vc icteristics of devices with n values signifi-
candy greater than I, as in the case of CuPc and NTCDA,

PTCDA NTCDA CuaP H,Pe should not be considered to be accurate. That is, the appar-
ent 08 value obtained from I-V data is reasonably accurate

(hA) only if the density of interface states and thin-film resistivity

OhiE Comma is small As pointed out earlier,"I a high interface state den-
mew im In An Au sity will result in no 1. We therefore suspect that the

S(v) 0.73:0.0 L71:0.02 0.67:0.2 0.:0.ol CuPc/p-Si interface has a considerably higher number of
defeM than that observed for the more ideal PTCDA/Si

II 1.45 ±0.1 2.4:±0.1 3.2 ±0.2 2.0±0.1 interface.
(CM-eV-,) 2x 1 2x 103 2x 101 8x lo' The details of the interface state density can be more

quantitatively understood via analysis of the I-MHz capaci.

* Rdm to omrwi aye wda empwoyed rot 1 diod dsud tance-voltage (C- V) characteristics shown in Fig. 3 (a).
Pip 2 and 3, and in ut. These characteristics are measured over the range 0.2 > V.
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D . . i.v-( +9- ±V- , + (3)

Here, 6. is the thickness of the interfacial layer existing
c. between the two semiconductors and consists of semicon-
c5'. ductor oxides and possibly a region where chemical bonds

have formed between the organic and inorp ic materials.
% Further, x, is the permittivity ofthe interfacial layer, go is the

U40 codctneofte01brie-A
Sconductance of the 01 barrier, a, is the organic layer con-

14c ' 't - ductivity; and W( VD ) is the depletion region width at vol-
&- tage Vo - V'ln, and aV. laVD is obtained from C-Vand

- "-conductance data as discussed elsewhere." Using these data,
,qI to- the interface state density can be obtained as a function of

-.0 -3. -Z.o -O 0 ,0 2.0 3.0 4.0 o voltage; and hence the dependence of D, on energy within
VOLTAGE I Vi the semiconductor band gap can be inferred. In Fig. 3 (b) we

show the results of such analysis for the four 01 diodes stud-
10 . ............ .. . ied. The relative differences between PTCDA and NTCDA

and the Pc's are readily apparent. For example, the surface-
10 state densities of the former compounds are at a relatively

>uWe low value of approximately 10"'/(cm" eV), whereas the
1I3 NTCOA C A CuPc sample has a very pronounced peak in surface state

I *-. density at 0.7 eV above the valence-bend Maximum. This
peak is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than the back-.

1I ground values of 10'2/(cm 2 eV). Although a similar peak

-- i [--- exists for the H2 Pc sample, its magnitude is considerably less
o A . ...... than that observed for CuPc.
0.25 o.4o 0.5 0.70 0.65 1.00

T .SIV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 3. (a) C-apaoiaamvlsm (C.V) charurmicms Mr . - 0 o(o r One potential mechanism which explains the existence
Oldiodmemployimtbamoqe maw asin dimmcusdin F2 . of the high surface state density observed at the CuPc/p-Si
(bi Dmityo(bmumMW(D.) ma mamofuufaraw (*,)in interface involves reactions between water and CuPc. Ad-
the p-Si bmd sap for the fow diadem (a). Hm. i oksumd f sorption of water onto the semiconductor surface can readiiy
a=ys ofapmkaicnmmd cmimiam daa. The msgy is with repet to
the m,,a, (9, ) occd .)iaemo, af a ccur via diffusion through the -30 A (Ref. 2) gaps

between adjacent Pc stacks. The water diffusion into the thin
film can occur when the Ol diodes are exposed to the labora-

> - 5 V, where V, > 0 indicates forward bias. Over this tory environment. Note that it has already been found that
voltage range, the condutance of the 01 diode is smaller exposure of CuPc/metal Schottky barrier devices to oxy-
than the susceptance which is nearly purely capacitive." gen" and hydrogen'6 has a significant influence on their
While the detailed nature of the C- characte stics near V electrical characteristics. Once at the 01 interface, the water
= 0 V varies somewhat from device to device around a wa- molecule can react with CuPc to form H2 Pc and CuO. Such

fer, it is, nevertheless, immediatey apparent that the C-V a reaction might occur via
characteristics of the dianhydride-containing compounds H20 + CuPc=H2Pc + CuO. (4)
(PTCDA and NTCDA) are qualitatively different than GiventheGibb'sfreeenergies(AG"s)ofCuOandH 2 Oand
those obtained for the phthalocyaninme. For example. the assuming the difference in AG "s between H2 Pc and CuPc is
data for PTCDA and NTCDA indicate a smooth, monoton- approximately equal to the free-energy difference between
ic decrease in capacitance with increasing reverse voltage. H-N and Cu-N bonds, then AG" - - 66.2 kcal/mole for
This is characteristic ofOl diodes with a low density of inter- the above reaction. Since AG. < 0, the possibility for the reac-
face states. In contrast, the curves for both HiPc and CuPc tion above to occur is favorable. The CuO molecules thus
show a small but pronounced step near V, = 0 V. Features formed can diffuse through the thin surface SiO2 and par-
of this nature have been shown (cf., Fig. 11, Ref 15) to be ticipate in the following reaction:
due to the existence ofa high density ofcharged defect states
at the Ol interfacewhich tend to scren the externally ap- 2CuO + Si=SiO2 + 2Cu. (5)
plied potential from the semiconductor bulk. Indeed, it has Here AGO = - 143 kcal/mole, indicating that this reaction,
been shown s that these data can be used to quantitatively too, is probable. It should be noted that a similar mechanism
determine the distribution of charged interface states (D.) was proposed by Fan and Faulkner"1 to account for the
within the inorganic semiconductor band gap by applying an change of the electrical characteristics of the AlH 2 Pc
analysis technique analogous to that used for metal-insula- Schottky barrier diode exposed to atmosphere. They sug-
tor-semiconductor structures. Thus, the interface state den- gested that the change in short-circuit photocurrent in the
sity is approximately given by diodes was due to the oxidation of the Al electrode. In the
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case of Au/CuPc/Si however, it is unlikely that Au is oxi- of the organic materials which can be utilized in novel or-
dized and, therefore, the top metal contact should be stable ganic-on-inorganic semiconductor heterojunction devices.
in the laboratory environment. On the other hand, the sili- We find that the electrical characteristics of the Pc-based
con surface readily forms a native oxide. Hence, free copper devices are consistent with previous theories used to describe
atoms and Cu-O-Si complexes can be formed at the CuPc/Si the performance of dianhydride-based structures. Thus, the
interface, giving rise to the high surface state density near the devices exhibit exponentially increasing I-V characteristics
midgap energy. These states have the effect of pinning the under forward bias, whereas the reverse-bias attainable is
surface Fermi level at the peak in charge density near #a limited only by avalanche breakdown in the underlying inor-
= 0.7 V. To our knowledge this is the first case in which a ganic'semiconductor material.

crystalline organic semiconductor has been found to perturb Unlike the anhydrides, however, the Pc's (and, in par-
the 01 interface to the extent that the energy barrier is ticular, CuPc) appear to interact strongly with the inorganic
pinned at the extrinsically induced defect levels, semiconductor surface. This interaction results in a high

An analogous sequence of reactions can also occur in density of interface states which pin the surface Fermi ener-
the case of H2 Pc, whereby the molecule is oxidized, liberat- gy in the inorganic semiconductor band gap, thereby deter-
ing hydrogen which then forms Si-OH complexes at the mining the magnitude of the 01 barrier energy. While this
SiO 2/Si interface. Such complexes can exist in a charged extrinsic phenomenon may also be responsible for determin-
state which, in turn, pins the Fermi level. Although the de- ing the 01 barrier height for the anhydrides, it has not yet
tails of such reactions are as yet not established, we empha- been possible to observe a surface-state spectrum which
size here that, in general, the surface state densities at the might support the existence of strong organic-inorganic
midgp energy observed for the Pc's significanily exceeds chemical interactions and bond exchange, as has been pro-
that observed for the dianhydrides [Fig. 3(b) I suggesting posed for the phthalocyanines.
that surface reactions are taking place in the former class of
compounds. The mechanisms proposed in Eqs. (4) and (5)
indicate that these reactions are energetically favorable. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Organic-on-inorganic semiconductor heterojunctions (OI-HJs) exhibit rectification whereby
the current-voltage characteristics are limited by the properties of the inorganic semiconductor
substrate and the magnitude of the energy barrier at the heterointerface. In this paper we
calculate the potential distribution and the quasi-Fermi level energy (or imref) across the 01
diode bulk. Both ohmic as well as space-charge-limited conduction regimes of the organic thin
film are considered. Previous work considered the 01-HJ to be similar to a Schottky, metal-
semiconductor contact. While this can give a good approximation to OI-HJ transport
processes under some bias regimes, it results in a misleading picture of the position of the
imrefs under reverse bias, as well as errors in measurements of the band discontinuity energy at
the OI-HI. Unlike Schottky contacts, the imref in the O diode is fiat throughout the substrate
under both low forward and reverse biases. These results are used to calculate carrier velocities
within the organic film. The hole velocity is in the range of 100-2000 cm/s under reverse bias
and is as high as 105 cm/s under forward bias. Experimental measurements of the energy-band
discontinuities are presented that are in agreement with the predictions of the current-voltage
model.

L INTRODUCTION half the band gap of the underlying inorganic substrate.
In addition to determining the barrier height, it is im-

The study of semiconductor heterojunctions has been a portant to understand the nature of the charge transport
topic of great interest due to their ubiquitous use in numer- across the 01-HJ barriers. To do this, two essential quanti-
ous optical and electronic devices.' Indeed, the advent of ties must be studied; the position of the nonequilibrium, or
optoelectronic devices employing multiple quantum-well quasi-Fermi levels, and the carrier velocities throughout the
heterojunction structures has led to entirely new classes of heterojunction region. These quantities are of particular in-
physical phenomena. This has resulted in the development terest since a technique has been proposed whereby the sur-
of devices which perform highly complex and novel func- faces of inorganic semiconductors such as InP, GaAs, and
tions impossible to achieve with homogeneous semiconduc- Si, can be electrically studied for the existence of surface
tor materials. Central to our utilization of these semiconduc- states via the analysis of the quasistatic admittance proper-
tor-semiconductor contacts is the ability to accurately ties of organic-on-inorganic heterojunction structures. The
measure the magnitude of the energy-band discontinuities at so-called semiconducting organic-on-inorganic surface
the heterointerface. analysis spectroscopic (or SOISAS) technique4 is based on

Recently, investigations of a new class of heterojunc- the assumptions that:
tions, i.e., organic-on-inorganic semiconductor heterojunc- (1) The majority-carrier quasi-Fermi level at the OI-HJ
tions (01-HJ), have attracted some interestl due to both is fiat for small forward and reverse voltages. Quantitatively.
the unusual nature of these contacts as well as to the poten- this criterion should be loosely adhered to at applied voltages
tial new devices to which these heterojunction contacts can I V. I < E /2q, where E. is the band-gap energy of the inor-
be applied. In particular, crystalline molecular semiconduc- ganic semiconductor substrate and q is the electronic charge.
tos exhibit rectification when vacuum deposited onto inor- (2) The magnitude of the 01-Hi energy barrier is
ganic semiconductor substrates,2 and hence both the for- known to reasonable accuracy.
ward and reverse current-voltage characteristics exhibit This technique was first applied s to InP and
properties limited by the magnitude of the 01-HJ band dis- n%3 0k, 7 As to evaluate the effects that various surface
continuity and the properties of the bulk inorganic semicon- treatments have on the density of surface states. More re-
ductor material. As with fully inorganic semiconductor he- cently, it has also been applied to Si as a means of determin-
terojunctions, it is essential that the energy-band ing whether various crystalline organic materials, such as
discontinuities at the heterointerface be accurately deter- 3,4,9,10 perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA)
mined in order that the mechanisms of charge transport and copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) react strongly with
across the energy barriers be fully understood. In the case of semiconductor surfaces.'
molecular semiconductor/inorganic-semiconductor hetero- It is the purpose of this paper to calculate the potential
junctions, this has been done by analysis of room-tempera- distribution across all regions of the 01-HJ (Sec. II). This
ture current-voltage characteristics, whereby an "apparent" treatment departs from previous work in that (i) both ohmic
barrier energy is measured which is generally larger than and space-charge-limited (SCL) current regimes are consid-
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cred neoganic thin flm,ad (ii) theeffects of diffusion
and drift in the thin Ailm and substrate are discussed. These V
results are then used to determine the 01-HJ valence-band
discontinuity energ between PTCDA and various morgan E6
ic semiconductors which heretofore has not been possible
using previously reported "apparent" barrier energies. Damta
fromn several experimental tests of this theory are presented. *...J a~
In Sec. III we calculate the carrier velocities across the 01- - - -C

Hi barrier. This isusefulin understandingboth the temporal &0 AE ip v
response of the Hi, as well as in determining the majority-
camre quasi-Ferm level across the diode bulk. as is done in(a
Sec. IV. In Sec. V we present conclusions concerning the
implications of these results.

IL 01-N POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION AND THE oE

ENERGY-SAND DISCONTINUITIES 
/

An 01-HI device consists of a polycrystalline organic
thin film vacuum deposited onto the polished surface of an .. ........
inorganic substrate 7 Typically, the organic film is between E
100 and 5M0 A thick and can be layered onto eitherp- or n- Wb
type substrates with similar results. Metallic ohmic contacts 0
are then made to both the organic and inorganic materials to
complete the two-terminal device. It is observed that a recti-
fying heterojunction barrier is formed between certain crys- UV20
talline organic dianhydrides (such as lightly p-typea
PTCDA) and many inorganic semiconductors These heter- FI.1 modergmWiamfranraico-ogncsn-
ojunction energy barriers determnine the current-voltage cmw ' e i~~unctm diasra r" (a orpi-nioahsn-
chaateitics of the com plete device stutue. codco ccqntandvc ne A) o rd and (b) reverse bias.

In analyzing charge transport across the 01-HI barrier,
we asume that the current in 01 diodes is limited at low
current levels by thermionic: emission (TE) over the 01 he- U, ,,1p(t)()
terojunction banddiscontinuty, anldat lowbiasby a combi- are related to the hole density at x = t. To solve Eqs. (3) and
nation of ohmic aNd trap-free space-charge-lunited trans- (4), we first choose a value of J from which the parameter,
port through the organic layer.7 A band diagram of an u,, is determined via Eq. (4). This is substituted into Eq.
isotype 01-H diode (assuming a .-type substrate) with a (3), from which the voltage across the thin film, V0,, is calcu-
valence-band discontinuity energy of AE. is shown in Fig. I1- lated. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 2,

The potential distribution and the electric field (E) where J is plotted as a function of Vo for organic thin films
within the organic film are determined as a function of posi- with hole mobilities of#. = 0.0 1 cm2/V s and 0. 1 cm2/V s.
tion (x) using Gtauss' law. Thus, assuming single carrier a free-hole concentration of 5 X 10 " cm ', and a film thick-
(hole) injection: ness of 1000 A. These values are typical of an 01 diode using

dE -g~px) -(1) polycrystalline PTCDA as the organic layer." In the figure,
'~~x the ohmic transport regime at V < V, a0.02 V (for

whrex go the pemti=yo h rgncti m . 0.0 1 cm2/V s) is distinguishable from the SCL regime
wreihsoe ertrtiyo f nd~xtheoalhnflmcoistthe at higher voltages. That is, at V0 < V., J c V0, whereas at
tion consisting of the sum o(p, and holes injected (p4) 0~V>Vte xV.Ti lo si odareetwt
the contact at x =-0. Assuming a constant mobility (a.,) at observations of the - V characteristics of metal/PTCDA/
small E, the current density within thae fim is metal devices published earlier.7 The important aspect Of

J (2) this plot is the low-current density (J<2 mA/cm2 for
I- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u qpxp,-) (2 0.01 cm2/V s) at which ohmic gives way to SCL trants-

whiek va carg conervtim a idepwkntOf osiion port. Thus, at small forward voltages, and even at modest
whsuich, via cha p cosrvpig.Teqation hav ineenet f eOIO reverse biases for "leaky" 01 diodes with small barrier diffu-
folloing soun har tappintgTe equ atis ave the on potentials Op.. the position of the hole quasi-Fermi level
fowaing simoutineso tevlaedopd: 0  cosa in the organic thin filmn is determined extrinsically by the

orgaic m o thiknes ~amount of charge injected from the contacts (p.,) rather
,qpp~V)/(KOI) _ U2 _U, _ ln( I _ U,), (3) than from the equilibrium concentration of carriers (pa).

where To calculate the potential distribution [ *(x) I through-
out the thin fim, we replace V, by #.(x) <V 0 -= 0(t) in Eq.

Jimqp.2#.t f( u,- n( I- u)xo} (4) (3), and solve for u W)<u, Then xis found using [cf. Eq.
and (4)1:
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A plot of *(x) is shown in Fig. 3(a) for the same film FIG.. I (a) Pobmntial distribution vs poition Within the organic thin Mim

paramneters as those used in Fig. 2, with isp = 0.01 CM2/V unde the appie vatp regumei. The mobility of tbe 1000.Aktbzck film
is 0.01 cai 2/V LsM I'm There-bole distibution calculated for the film in

Note that #(x) scales inversely with j~p. Here *(x) is 3(a). Heme. correponds to the equilibuium hole concentratio.
shown for three different voltages, V,. corresponding to the
ohmic, transition, and SCL regimes. In the transition re-
gitm Vom V. -As expected, in the ohmic regime the poten-
tial increases nearly linearly with distance from the metal
contact at x - 0Oto the 01heterointerface at x = t. However, appropriate to use the full expression for the mean carrier
even in the ohmic regime, there is some nonlinearity in *(x) vlctvz
near x -=0 due to charge injection efflect In the SCL re- 0')-I u.xd= ,()~~ 9
giine, the potential increase is nearly quadratic with dis- Iut r7 'cxd=fs()~~x (9)1
tance, indicating a substantial amount of injected charge. We note that the above treatment considers only drift.

To determine the charge distribution as a function of x, However, diffusion becomes important at V k T/q. Since
the value of u (x) for a given #(x) and I is substituted Iito V. is approximately equal to the thermal, or diffusion poten-
Eq. (5), which is then solved forp(x). The results are shown tial, this suggests that diffusion is important under some
in Fig. 3(b) for the same three regimes considered in Fig. (low voltage) diode operating conditions. When diffusion of
3 (a). As expected, the charge piles up near the metallic cath- holes in the organic layer is significant, the drift velocity is
ode and decreases with distance toward the 01 heterointer- replaced by
face where it reaches a minimum value ofp( I). In the ohmic P2regime,p(t) mp, For SCL transport,p(t), which is the sum (u,) =(D,./r .)l1 (p,kT/qrpI, (10)
of the injected (p,) and background (pJ, carrier concen- where Dpo and r, are the diffusion constant and lifetime of
trations. can be considerably larger than p,.  holes within the organic thin film, respectively. It has recent-

The current at the organic side of the heterojunction (at ly been found' that rp < 10's in PTCDA, suggesting a
x -t) is given by minimum carrier velocity due to diffusion through the thin

JM -eJ q~p,( VD) -p, (0) ](u.), (7) film of(5 CM/s for l=IcM2 /V s.
The current on the inorganic side of the heterojunction

where p.(VD) is the bole density at the Of interface corre- is given by
sponding to the lowest point in the valence-band nmimum E d
at the inorganic-semiconductor surface (Fig. I). Also, V0 is J - - L, p.
the voltage drop across the inorganic substrate. Equation k kT dx)
(7) suggests that current injected from the substrate into the where Dp, is the difflusion constant for holes in the inorganic-
organic thin film is limited by the rate at which carriers are semiconductor substrate and E is the electric field. This
transported toward the contacts. This limit is determined by equation is solved using Eq. (7) along with:
the mean carrier velocity, (v,.), within the organic dim, and p(x) -N. exp( - q*(x)IkT I, (12)
at low Vo0i approximately given by where OWx is the energy difference between the valence-

Xd-U,- V. 1At (8) band maximum and the substrate quasi-Fermi level (Fig. 1 ),
Equation (8) is the drift velocity in the ohmic regime and N., is the effective valence-band density of states for the

where diffusion is neglected (see below), and once again inorganic material.
assuinesp, is independent of E. At higher voltages it ismore Using Eqs. (7), (11), and ( 12) gives
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J- [qN (v,)/( 1 + (v,)/,)] Schottky diode. Here, the organic material becomes degen-
erate due to the presence of a high density of injected charge,

x exp( - ,/k7) [exp( - qV/kT) - 1]. (13) and hence its behavior approximates that of a metal contact.
Here, 0 is the diffusion potential due to the 01.HJ barrier Indeed, the ratio J/Js9 is a qualitative measure of the valid-
and u1 is the inorganic material diffusion velocity given by ity of the use of the Schottky approximation in analyzing 01

- - - / q 1 - diode transport. Clearly, this approximation fails at low cur-
Ud - D,. lexpi k dx , (14) rent injection, where (P,) becomes small.

Using these current-voltage relationships, we can calcu-
where WD is the depletion region width. late the potential distribution across the entire 01 diode, as-

We now express the barrier diffusion potential, O in suming that there is no significant charge trapping in the
terms of the valence-band discontinuity energy AEo. For device volume. In this case, Eqs. (4) and (13) are equal.
isotype heterojunctionst: Furthermore, the applied voltage is given by"

AE. - 0& + A. - Ao. (15) Vo = +V. + VoanV, + Vo. (18)
where A, and At are the energy differences between the equi- where V. is the voltage drop across any interfacial (oxide or
librium Fermi levels in the bulk of the semiconductor sub- trap) layer existing between the organic and inorganic lay-
strate and organic thin film, respectively. That is, for the er, respectively, and n> I is the n value in the exponential
inorganic material: voltage dependence of the dark current under forward bias.

A, = - kTln(p,/N,.), (16) In Fig. 4 we plot the various forward biased component
where p, is the equilibrium hole concentration. An expres- voltages as a function of V., assuming two values of 01 bar-
sion similar to Eq. (16) is also used to determine A, rier height. Other parameters used in this calculation are

Equation (15) implies that, under certain conditions, similar to those in Fig. 3. Also, we take n = 1.5, T= 300K,
04, is bias dependent. Since the equilibrium carrier concen- N,= - 2x 10" cm-' forp-Si, and (v,) is given by the greater
tration, p, in the organic layer is relatively small in many of Eq. (9) or (10), which is a function of the voltage drop
crystalline organic compounds, then under conditions of across the organic thin film. As expected, at low forward bias
large injected currents where pi, >p, the value of 4, can the voltage is predominantly dropped across the inorganic
change significantly from its equilibrium value. As AE. is an substrate (i.e., VD > V., V,). At higher voltages, SCL trans-
intrinsic property of the Hi which is unaffected by the pres. port through the organic layer dominates, leading to a larger
ence of injected charge, we therefore conclude that 0, must voltage drop across the organic thin film. The shift between
also be bias dependent. This dependence is in addition to ohmic and SCL translort in the film is evidenced by the
relatively small". image force lowering of I,. in effect, change in slope in the curves at the value of V. where all the
when p,, >p,,. A,, must decrease, thereby inducing a corre- voltage components are approximately equal. Below this
sponding decrease in 00,. This effect is very pronounced in transition point, we expect the J-Vcharacteristic to depend
01 diodes, whereas in Schottky devices it is negligible due to exponentially on V. a V0 as indicated by Eq. ( 13). At high-
the large free-carrier concentration in the metal contact. er voltages, V, as V,,, and in this case Ja - V., typical of
Thus, Eq. (13) is similar to that which is obtained in the case SCL transport. Note that the transition from TE to SCL
of Schottky barriers," with the exception that for O devices dominated currents occurs at lower values of V as the O
#,, can be voltage dependent under strong, forward biased barrier height is decreased. This results since the current is
current injection. Also. (u,.) is used in place of v, i.e., the higher at a given voltage as the barrier height is lowered [cf.
"collection" velocity of the metal contact. Nevertheless, if Eq. (13) 1.
0m, is measured under low injection conditions, the valence- Under the reverse bias, V,, and V,, are considerably
band discontinuity energy (or conduction-band discontin- smaller than VD due to the small leakage currents character-
uity, AE, in the cae of n-type substrates) can be inferred
using Po.

Equation (13) is also similar to the results obtained for 101
thermionic emlission over the 01 barrier, except that the - CMw/V-s
exponential prefactor for TE limited currents used in pre- too
vionawork is implyA "T, whereA *isthe Richardson con-
stant. IfJsa is the current due to thermionic emission over a vss
Schottky-like 01 barrier, and recognizing that in mos cases i
(v.)/d 41 (Sec. In), then Vn

JIIJ - (v,)(2m./k7) 111, (17) / - .. 5V

where Wn is the effective mass of holes in the inorganic sub- 0. I . -I

strate. Taking (u,) - 101 cm/s (see Sec. III), ms - ,.

(where mo is the electron rest mas), and T= 300 K, we
obtain J/J a3.7 x 10-4. As the forward bias is inreaed, FIG. 4. Compomvt voltagin vs applied volte for a forward biased o1.KJ
(u, ) is also increased ( Eq. (9) 1. In this case, Jir1 m ap- diode, maumml two diferen t baer potentials o(O.6 and 0.5 V. Here VD.

.ana V coffespondtothe vtae ehesubstme depletonr Poe.proaches 1, implying that the conduction mechanism under interf ei . and tin sin A reqpectivey. A Mlm thicknies of 1000 is
strong forward injection approaches that of an ideal aimed.
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stic of 01-Hi structures. The division of voltages in reverse

biased devices has been treated in detail elsewhere, 4 art

hence is shown for only a single set of conditions in Fig. 5 " r

reference.
The validity of the assumptions leading to the expres-

sion for ,rretdensity [Eq. (13)1 needs to be tested. This is 2.6 3.0 3.0 38

',6 3- 55.40 C35 0 2 0

particuarly important since the magnitude of J/Js, in Eq. 100OO/T (I/K)

(17) is significantly less than one, such that large errors in

determining the barrier energy from the forward current- io6
harcteistis cn beincrred Todistngush FIode. (a) Fotwaglc c nt-voltagechatracerbitcof"an [n/PTCDA/pSa

voltalge haatresanbinurdTodsigih o mmsurod at several different emperutures (cf. Ref' 12). Th'e

between the diffusion and thermionic models, we note that PTCDA thickness ms 2000 ,. (b) Saturation current density vs I/T for the

the total saturation current density. J,, is given by diode in (a). The solid line represents a best fit to the data, and gves a

berier diffusion potential o/'d. ,, 0.56 V. and an intercept with he J, ais

., = J,,exp( - $ 8 ,/kT), (19) oJ- I00 A/cm'.

where .4 is equal to either the prefactor in Eq. ( 13 ), or in the
case of pure thermionic emission, J, - A *T 2; Thus, aplot of
log(/, ) vs l/Tshoud be nearly exponential, with small de- This result is therefore in strong support of the model of

viations due to the weak temperature dependence of.Jq. The current transport across the 0-Hi barrer limited by both

slope of this plot gives the barrier energy and the intercept diffusion and drift [Eq. (13)1]. Using s, = 0.56 ± 0.02 V

with the log(J, ) axis yields Io(J). along with Eq. (1), avalence-band discontinuity energy for

In Fig. 6(a) isshown the temperaturedependenceofthe PTCDA/p-Si devices of &XE, = (0.48:1± 0.02) eV is ob-

forward biased J- V characteristics of an n/PTCDA/p-i taned. To our knowledge, this represents the first such mea-

device (cf. Fig. 4, Ref. 12). From the intercept of these surement of an energy-band discontinuity in crystalline or-

curves with the , =- , DY axis, we obtain the saturation ganic/inorganic semiconductor heterojunctions.

current as a function of T, which is repotted in Fig. 6(b). The values for , obtained through the use of Eq. (13)

The saturation current density is thermally activated, and a are still subject to errors induced by approximations used in

lestsquares it to the data--as indicated by the solid line- developing the transport model. n particular, although
gives~ b  ,0.56 : 0.02 V and Jo - 1700 A/cm-. This value there is no direct evidence of a high density of surface

for the barrier height is siiicantly smaller than the "ap- charge,A one would expect that such interfacial defects could

paent" values obtained usig thermionic enission, where affect tl'e measurement of AE,, using -vY analysis. There-

- 0.75 V is typical for these diodes. Furthermore, fore, AE. was also measured via internal photemission.

Jo .,A "T 2 - 9x 10'A/cm2 forp-SiSchottky diodes, which In Schottky' .3 or isotype heterojunction"'4 barriers. free

is several orders of magnitude larger than the value of Jo majority carriers can be photoexcited over the barrier by
aGtuaily obtained. Returning to Eq. (13), we see that for sub-ban

2i d-ga energy photons.es The phitosionn (oph votgenrees

(va)/ d 1, thenJ - qn, (ve. Using Jo- 1700 A/cm, duced per photon absorbed is given by'

and N, ,, -2x10 ' ci - ' for pSi, then (vi) -- 450 cm/s.Thisisinsatisfactory ageementwiththelowerlimitvalueof (hv -sE e) , (20)

0 cm/s previously estimated using carrier lifetime data. where h is Plancks constant and v is the frequency of the
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incident light. To directly measure &E. in 01-HJ devices, PHOTON ENERGY (,V)

the photoemission current spectrum for a PTCDA/p-Si di- 4P

ode was investigated. For this experiment, the diode was
fabricated in the same manner as that used in obtaining the L o.a
data in Fig. 6. This diode was placed perpendicular to a
chopped (I kHz) monochromatic light source incident via o
the substrate such that light with hv greater than the band H

gap of Si was filtered out before reaching the diode active * -

area at the 01 interface. To further suppress the signal due to R _I
the fundamental absorption in Si, a second Si wafer was
placed between the light source and the 01 diode. The band o

gap' of PTCDA is 2.2 eV, such that no direct absorption in
the organic material is expected in this experiment.

The resultant photoresponse as a function of light ener- 3.2 2.8 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.2

gy and wavelength is shown in Fig. 7(a). In obtaining these WAVELENGTH (prm)

data, the 01 diode was operated at V. = 0. A maximum
response is clearly observed in the photoemission spectrum _.0

at 0.57 eV. No signal is observed between the energy of this
peak and the band edge of Si. The peak height did not change
with temperature (varied from 20 to 100"C) or light chop-
ping frequency (varied from 100 Hz to 2 kHz). Further-

0.6more, the peak was unaffected by strong white light illumi- i
nation (or bleaching) incident on the thin-film surface. -Z.4-
Finally, an In/PTCDA/indium-tin-oxide device was also 3
fabricated and illuminated in the same wavelength region as =

the In/PTCDA/p-Si sample. However, the former device 0.2

had no photoresponse peak as that shown in Fig. 7(a), indi- o ' 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

cating that the peak is not due to a photoemission process in Energy o #v)

the PTCDA itself. These observations, coupled with the rel-
atively high intensity of the signal, rule out the possibility
that the peak is due to a high density of traps in the semicon- FIG. 7. (a) Pholoemi.sionspectrum ofan In/PTCDA/p-Si heterojunction

ductor bulks or at the 01-HJ interface, diode. Inset: Band diagram oftheOl-HJ showing the allowed emission pro-
We attribute this response to the photoemission of carri- ceaes ('a" and -c") and the forbidden, high-energy process "b." The

ers from the highest occupied molcular orbital (or croashatched regions refer to width of the organic bands. (b) The square
root of the photocurrent on the long wavelength branch of the response

HOMO) in PTCDA to the valence-band maximum in p-Si peak in (a) plotted v% photon energy. The intercept of the straight line fit to

over the interface barrier energy. However, note that the thedata with the (I)" =Oaxis gives AE. = (0.50 ± 0.01) eV.
signal shown in Fig. 7(a) is considerably different than that
predicted for photoemission, where we expect a monotonic
increase in 1,h with energy. The dip in the 01-HJ photoemis-
sion data at high energy can be understood in terms of the Fig. 7 (b) we plot (, )'"! vs photon energy (hv), and find
band diagram in the inset of Fig. 7(a) where the widths of that the dependence is linear along nearly the entire long
the organic energy bands are indicated by the crosshatched wavelength edge. The intercept of these data with the energy
regions. " Unlike Schottky diodes or inorganic semiconduc- axis gives AE = (0.50 ± 0.01) eV, a value consistent with
tots, molecular semiconductors are characterized by reia- that obtained from the J- V analysis.
tively narrow bands, with a high density of states within Accurate determination of the barrier height as pro-
those bands. Optical absorption experiments' have shown vided above has important implications as to the interpreta-
that the total HOMO plus LUMO (lowest unoccupied mo- tion of the mechanisms affecting the formation of 01-HIJ
lecular orbital) bandwidth is 0.9 eV for PTCDA. If we now contact barriers. For example, as discussed in Sec. I, mea-
assume that the valence bandwidth is on the order of AE,, surements of the density of interface states using the SOISAS
then the peak absorption occurs at photon energies compar- technique are affected by the value of the 01-HJ barrier ener-
able to this barrier height [processes "a" and "c" in the inset gy. In Fig. 8 is shown the density ofstates in equilibrium with
of Fig. 7(a) 1. However, as the photon energy increases the a p-Si substrate (D.,) as a function of energy in the Si band
transitions are forbidden in the organic material as a result of gap for a Cu-phthalocyanine/p-Si OI-HJ. The solid line cor-
the narrow bandwidth (process "b "), and hence a decrease responds to the data assuming an apparent barrier height of
in 4', with increasing hv is observed. Finally, for hv < &E., 0.70 V as determined from thermionic emission theory, and
the photon has insufficient energy for photoemission the dashed line is this same data replotted assuming a barrier
to occur. height of 0.50 V, which would be obtained from Eq. (13),

From these arguments, the photocurrent on the long assuming the hole velocity in Cu-phthalocyanine (CuPc) is
wavelength side of the peak should follow Eq. (20). Thus, in approximately the same as that in PTCDA. This latter as.
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vices are given in Fig. 9. Here, the velocity is plotted for
several values of thin-film hole mobility ranging from 0.01 to

_ 0" * .s 1 cm2 /V s, and for two values of €00 (cf. Fig. 2 for other
" , .parameters used). It is apparent that the carrier velocity
- 043 .. strongly depends on voltage, VD, with (v,) increasing ex-
z, . - ponentially when VD >0.3 V. Velocities as high as I0 cm/s
oF foolare expected for thin films with high mobilities, and for di-

.-- , --, odes with barrier heights of 0.50 V. The dependence of these

"1... I . 'A. .. .. .. .... curves on VD isa result of the increase of (v,) with voltage025 00110 055 0.70 GA q.00

SURFACE POTN.AL *, 0vo.8s5 VO, when Vo> kT/q. At low voltage, the electric field in the
thin film is small, such that diffusion dominates. In this case,

FIG. . Deneityosu sm (D.) vs tentialat theSisurface fora (v,) isgivenby Eq. (10), where, == l.Os was assumed in

CuPc/p-S heterojuncuim. The solid line rees to data from Ref. 6 using a these calculations. As V, increases beyond 0.3 V, the vol-
barrier height of0.7 V. The dashed line is for this same data except that tage drop across the thin organic film increases due to the
,= 0.3 V estimated using the 01-H current model. The arrow labeled transition into the SCL current regime. The velocity at a

"Cu- corresponds to the position of the Cu acceptor defect level in bulk Si. decreases as the barrier increases due to
Als , a E r t in given voltage rerer as te b r height i s du t

res pctively, the reduced forward current, hence resulting in a lower vol-
tage drop across the thin film.

The above treatment assumes a constant hole mobility
sumption is justified by the nearly equal hole mobilities of in the organic crystal, independent of the magnitude of the
these two organic compounds. Thus, the position of the trap applied electric field. The relatively high mobility of holes
density curve is linearly related to the barrier energy. arises from the large overlap of electronic wave functions in

We note that the large peak value for D,, for CuPc/p-Si the s-p orbitals of adjacent molecules in a crystalline stack.
01-His has been attributed' to reactions between these two At the highest electric fields, it is expected " '.Q that the mo-
materials at the heterointerface, resulting in free Cu at the Si bility will decrease somewhat due to the increased genera-
surface. The corrected data appear to support this model, tion of phonons. Such processes depend on temperature,
since the peak in D, nearly coincides with the Cu acceptor crystallinity, and film purity, and need to be taken into consi-
defect energy of 0.52 eV above the valence-band maximum deration: especially under larg- forward bias.
in Si.'" The position of this Cu defect is indicated by the Under reverse bias, the electric field in the thin film is
vertical line in Fig. 8. Hence, knowledge of the actual, rather small, such that the drift velocity is much smaller than the
than the apparent values for 4g, is central to our understand- diffusion velocity [ Eq. (10) ] for all but the smallest values
ing of the 01-HJ barrier. ofog,. Hence, under reverse bias, (v, ) varies from 100 cm/s

For purposes of comparison, 01-HJ energy barrier to approximately 2000 cm/s. depending on the mobility and
heights measured assuming both thermionic emission and lifetime ofholes in the organic layer. For these conditions the
diffusion-limited transport models are given in Table 1. film will respond to even low-frequency signals as if it were a
These data are for PTCDA-based O-H] diodes only, and leaky dielectric in a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS)
are taken from Ref. 2. Also included in the table are values of capacitor. However, due to the high conductivity of the thin
AE. for selected OI-His as inferred from the diffusion model film compared with that of glassy insulators such as SiO:,. it
values of 4, using Eq. (15). is not possible to strongly invert the surface of the 01 diode.

As greater reverse voltages are applied such that the Fermi
Ill. CARRIER VELOCITIES level at the 01 interface is brought to well above the center of

The carrier velocity (u,) in the thin film is determined the inorganic semiconductor band gap, the minority carriers
using Eqs. (9) and (10). The results for forward biased de- (electrons) arriving from the semiconductor bulk are either

TABLE 1 Barrier energies tor Weited PTCDA-on-inarpnic semiconductor diodes sing theriaonic emission and dtiffsion models.

0 (eV)
InoranicMajority-

substae rarier type Ian,, TE difusion &E. b(eV)

Si a 2. 10 4  0.61 ±t 0.01 0.39 -0.01 ...

p 1.4x 10-4 0.73 ± 0.02 0.56 - 0.02 0.50 - 0.02
Goe p 6.6x 10-  0.5 0.03 0.30 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.04
0aSb p 1.2x 10- 4  0.60 0.37 0.29 ± 0.04

3.9x 10- ' ohmic ohmic ...
GaAs 5.2x tO- 0.64 0.39 ."

p 1.4x 10- 4  0.7 0.52 0.43 ± 0.05
lap 5.5X 10-1 0.55 0.30 ...

Valus at T- 300 K. with (,) 500 cm/s.
'&. forp-type sulstrates only. Foa these calculatio m" - mifor PTCDA. The value forp-Si is measured, whereas for oter materials, &, is calculated

uing O obtained from Rd. 2 and reproduced here. Doping o(p-Si and p.Ga. 5 x 10" cm -; p-G: 5 x 10" cm -; and p-aA4s: 2 x 10'* cm - .
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03 06 I- . v ' 1 1// 1 1 1TABLE 1L Operating regimes for orgpaic-,onmarganic semicaoductor be-

"- - O / Voltage Current (i) Organic

6- to Regioe range density (cm/s) p, conductivity

A , Schottky . ) 4 1J, i-10 ipo, SCL

l0.

1 MIS IV.1$E,/q J4J, -100-10' Sp, leaky
1V (Volts).0 insulator

FIG. 9. Meaucarriervelocity ((u,)) vsvoltagacrossthesubstrateforO- Hi Ve < V*. 468 J-J, 100-10 4P. ohmic
Hi diodes using organic thin films with different mobilities, and assuming
barrier heights of 0.5 and 0.6 V. For these curves, a film thickness of 1000 A
and a hole lifetime of I As are "Positive voltage refers to revee bias for p-type substrates.

eration are summarized in Table II. In the table, p, refers to
the density of holes at the 01 interface, which is calculated in

swept across the organic film and collected at the metal con- Sec. IV. The last column labeled "organic conductivity"
tact, or else they recombine with injected holes arriving at gives a qualitative description of the current transporting
the 01 interface from the metal contact. In either case, this nature of the thin film in each of the various bias regimes.
leakage current density is determined by the rate at which More discussion of this unusual character of the 01-HJ is
minority carriers are generated within the inorganic semi- presented in Sec. V.
conductor.

Turning now to the carrier velocity in the inorganic sub- IV. QUASI-FERMI LEVELS
strate, Eq. (14) must be solved to obtain the diffusion veloc-
ity, uj. Assuming that the doping density in the substrate To calculate the position of the quasi-Fermi level (or

(N., ) is uniform, the potential *(x) (see Fig. I) is parabolic. imref) within the organic thin film, we employ:
Thus: E,,(x) - E.0 = kTog[N 01p(x) ] , (23)

*(x) = qN, ( W o - x + t) 2/2x, + A/q, (21) where No is the valence-band effective density of states [ cf.,

where K, is the semiconductdr permittivity. Substituting this Eq. (16) 1, and E.,, is the energy of the valence-band maxi-
into Eq. (14) gives" mum (or HOMO) in the organic film. In Fig. 10,

(22) E. (x) - E,' is plotted as a function of x, where p(x) is
,,,/2LD /, kT/2qL, (22) obtained with the aid of Eqs. (3)-(5). This function dips

whereA,, a 600 cm 2/V s is the hole mobility in the (Si) in- toward the valence-band maximum at the metal anode (i.e.,
organic material, and LD - 1000 A is the Debye screening EP (0) -Eu ], increasing to a nearly constant value as the
length."' From this expression, we obtain Vd - 10h cm/s at O interface is approached. By examining the position of the
room temperature. imref at x = t, we see that while V, increases from 5 mV in

One additional characteristic velocity of the 01 diode is the ohmic regime to 100 mV in the SCL regime (Fig. 3).
the hole drift velocity in inorganic semiconductor, which E,, (t) - Eo changes by only 30 meV. That is, the relation-
limits the rate at which holes can transit the depletion region ship between the imref position at the 01 interface, and the
under reverse bias. For most cases, this approaches the satu- voltage applied to the thin film (V,), is sublinear. Further-
ration velocity of holes in p-type semiconductors, which is more, under reverse bias, the conduction mechanism within
typically between 5 and lOX I1 cm/s. the thin film is nearly always ohmic in nature, suggesting

Thus, we find that under nearly all bias regimes, the 01 that V, is generally less than 10 mV for all bias levels of
diode satisfies the condition that (vu)/v# 4 i. Furthermore, interest. Therefore, it can be concluded that under reverse,
due to the large range over which (v,) can vary for a small or even moderately large ( S 0.7 V) forward biases, the imref
change in bias near V0 - 0, we have the circumstance that position at the organic side of the 01-HJ is only a weak func-
the 01 diode changes its behavior from "Schottky-like" un- tion of voltage dropped across the layer. This is consistent
der large forward bias, to a "MIS-like" regime under small with assertions' that the occupancy of traps in equilibrium
forward and reverse voltages. Under large reverse voltage, with the thin film does not change significantly with bias,
the device enters a "heterojunctionlike" regime whereby mi- and hence their contribution to total diode admittance is
nority-carrier generation in the semiconductor substrate is generally small.
balanced by recombination at the 01 interface, thereby pre- To calculate the imref in the inorganic substrate, we
venting charge inversion. The "heterojunction" regime also assume that the doping is uniform, in which case the poten-
allows for Zener, or avalanche breakdown to occur at the ti.l distribution, (x), is given by Eq. (21 ). Substituting Eq.
largest applied reverse voltage. 7  (21 ) into Eq. ( I1 ), and using Eq. (23) (with N. substituted

The characteristics of these various modes of 01-Hi op- for No ) one then obtains:

E,,(x) - qV0 = kTn I exp( - #)D(i91f)exp(9,) (I exp(qVo/k7)J) (24)
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0.35 In Fig. 11, , is plotted versus VD for both forward ( Vo <0)
ai ,I - and reverse ( Vo > 0) bias. This function is determined for

00 several barrier heights. For comparison, it is also plotted for
-0"2 5ion a Schottky barrier device, where v, 10- cm/s. It can be

0.20 SCL seen that the surface potential for a Schottky barrier diode is

trasitin essentially constant under reverse bias, as expected from dif-
0' .15 fusion and thermionic emission theory.' " On the other hand,

O .O .... , .... i........ #, decreases linearly with Vo under forward bias. For this
300 600ox 1 200 4500 reason, the Schottky diode is useful for exploring traps

which are located between the equilibrium Fermi level and

FIG. IM0 Quesi-Fermi nw (E,,) vs psition wiithint im mfor the majority-carrier band edge, as has been suggested by
several dffrnm bw repmu. Paameters used in dib = ulatio are the Barret and co-workers. 2s'1  This is due to the ability to
suns as toe in Fi. 3. "scan" the imref through the trap energies by changing the

applied voltage, and hence altering the net trap occupancy.
In the case of the O diode, the carrier velocity, (ut), is

where the normalized position is 9 = ( WD + t - x)/WD, several orders of magnitude less than vd .Thus, the surface

and-- potential varies linearly with Vo in both forward and reverse
bias over nearly the entire band gap of the inorganic semi-

D(FO exp( -P ) exp(t 2)dt conductor, as shown in Fig. 11. This result is largely inde-
pendent of hole mobility within the organic film, as long as

____o the mobility is in the range typical of organic crystalline sol-
- (2'i + I n (25) ids' (i.e., #, < 10 cm2/V s). However, ifthe barrier height

is sufficiently small, the surface potential cannot be brought
near to the minority-carrier band edge due to the increased

S= -q[O(WO) - (t)]/kT. (26) leakage currents. Under forward bias, the behavior of the

To determine EF, at the semiconductor surface, Eq. (24) is surface potential is identical to that of the Schottky barrier

solved at 0 = 1, giving: device, i.e., it decreases linearly with applied voltage.
Finally, Fig. 12 is a plot of the free-hole concentration in

EF, M) - q VD ° the inorganic material at the 01 interface [see Eq. (12) 1.
The same parameters employed in Fig. I I are also used in

kT n( PAP, > + D (G )exp(qVo/k 7) (27) this figure. The surface charge concentration is seen to vary

vk/ (u,) + D (-) over fourteen decades as the potential changes from a for-

This is similar to the result obtained for Schottky barrier ward bias of - 0.5 V (where p, a, 10'" cm-'), to a reverse

diodes," except that (u, ) is the mean carrier velocity in the bias of0.5 V (with p = I cm -').The surface charge density
organic layer rather than the collection velocity in the metal, can be understood directly in terms of the carrier velocity.
ogan i laye rath n e o io n vFor example, under strong forward bias (u,) is large, result-

it is apparent that themagnitudeofv/(v) determines ing in a hole transit time which is small compared with r, 0 .
the functional depenen ce of d, on voltage. For example, In this case, p, must be very large. However, as (u,) is re-

under forward bias where Vo <0, and where vd/(vu) is dued, ro becomes small with resepect to the transit time,
thereby depleting the thin film of injected charge near the 01

large (as is the case for most 01 diodes, see Sec. 111), Eq. interface.
(27) reduces to Eo, (t) - qV, - 0. That is, the imrefis flat
throughout the substrate, independent of voltage, thereby
allowing the majority-carrier imref in p-type diodes to sweep
through the lower half of the band gap with V.. Under re- t.2,

verse bias, V > 0, implyingthatE&(t) -qV 0 Oaslong cc, 1.

as the second term in the numerator of Eq. (27) is smaller 0"

than ud/(u ). For small reverse biases, this is indeed the case 0.9.

in 01 diodes. On the other hand, for Schottky diodes where o.-
u~/(u,) a 1, the second term dominates at almost all applied Scotk

voltages. In this latter case,
Ep(t) - qV -qV 0 , (28)

which results in the surface imrefbeing "pinned" to its value °2 I-1• oo

at VD =-0. t, ,
0.3I- -0-0. 0 . . .I04 5 C

Returning to Eq. (27), we can calculate the potential at Vu 0. tC )

the inorganic side of the 01-Hi as a function of Vo using the
values determined for (v) in Sec. III. The surface potential FIG. tI. Potential at the Wra mimaductor surface as a Function of
(FIg. I) sjust voltage across the depletio regm for 01-HJdid with severa diferent

va uo barriermqly. The -0, poeal for a chottky barrier diode
$*(t) - q, - Er,(t) + #,. (29) (wthba.rrie eme o(06 eV) aso. frcmWrom.
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104 t FIG. 13. 01-i impedance (IZI. solid line) and phas ange(6 ase
lines) vs frq '. A dielectric relaication time of 37 ns is aseamed ror the
organic thin film. These functions are calculated for two values of barrie

102e - onductanc go -2 an 2004 the latter value corrspndn to a
leaky" diode. Also, a depletion rqo capacitance of 4, =5 pF is as-
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FIG. 12. ole conctrazoo (p.) a the O1-Riinerface a a function of reverse or low forward voltages, the 01-Hi diode vanes from
vo tqfor the sM~e panets sued in F3. l. a resistive response atf< l/2tr =, S MHz (depending on

the inorganic semiconductor depletion capacitance Cf) to a

reactive response at higher frequencies. The impedance and
phase versus frequency characteristics of a typical 01 diode

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS operated in the MIS regime is illustrated in Fig. 13, assuming
A significant result of this work is that the transport a conductance for the 01-Hi barrier (ga,) of 2 or 200/ttS.theory presented in Sec. II results in an expression for diffu- The latter value corresponds to a "leaky" 01-Hi with a low

sion-limited current in 01-HLi diodes from which an accu- barrier potential, a,,. In this case the organic film can be

rate barrier energy, and hence AE, for these novel hetero- approximated by a resistor-capacitor network in series withjunctions can be determined. Several experimental results a resistor due to the Hi, whose characteristic timeis r m. As
have also been presented which corroborate the theoretical the network becomes reactive (> 45), then iZ g on

treatment. In addition, we have shown that the majority- which decreases inversely with frequency. For less leaky bar-
carrier quasi-Fermi level in 0I-Hi diodes is flat throughout riers (e.g., g0 = 2/pS), the network is in series with capci-the bulk of the inorganic semiconductor substrate for small tance Co, and hence becomes reactive at frequencies lower
forward and reverse bias voltages. Thus, applying a bias to ihan 2rae.
the 01-Hi causes the majority-carrier imref to sweep Under large forward bias, the diodeperformsanalogous
through nearly the entire semiconductor bandgap. Provided to a Schottky diode. In this case, a large charge density (png,
that the density of surface states at the 0-i-- is small or n) is injected from the substrateand metal contacts into
(te02 c 2 eV'), thesestates will bethermalizedeasin the thin film such that nd or p,, aPo Here, conduction in
is lowered below the trap energy, and thus will contribute to the organic material becomes extrinsically space-charge limr -
diode admittance.' - A higher surface state density can result ited. This effectively "pulls" the Fermi energy to the organic
in Fermi level pinning at the 01-Hi, thereby leading to non- band edge, hence making the organic material degenerate.
linear, and hence difficult to determine relationships With the exception that the resistance ofthe thin film in this
between the applied voltage iV, the voltage dropped acros regime is a nonlinear function of voltage, in most other re-
the substrate V o and e. spects the film behaves if it were an ohmic metal contact

The dependence of the quasi-Fermi level on voltage re- forming a Schottky barrier with the substrate. In the
suits from the relatively low carrier velocities and carrier Schottky regime, the carrier velocity (v ) can be as high as
concentrations in the orgmic thin film. By calculating both 1c-o cm/s. With a film thickness of 100 a response
Eand() asafuntion of swefindthat the 0-HJihas time of between 0o and m00 ps would result.
unique electrical propertiesas compred with conventional Finally, a third "heterojunction" regime is obtained un-

inorganic semiconductor devices. For example, near V, a 0, der moderate to large reverse bias voltages. The poor insulat-there is only a small voltage drop across the organic film, and ing properties of the organic material prevent the 01-Hi in-
the film can be considered similar to a leaky insulator. Thus, tehface from being strongly inverted. Hence, under reverse
the device at low voltages behaves like a MIS capacitor bias this charge must either recombine at the interface with-
whose impulse response is limited by the thin-film dielectric in the bulk of the film, or diffuse to the ohmic metal contact
relaxation time, r t i - ro ar. Here lc is the conductivity of made to the film surface. As the bias is further increased,
the ntm, and is typically' a'--10- s S/cm. Using large electric fields are developed in the semiconductor sub-
nr - 0.37mx 10- 2 F/cm, we obtain rxm 37 s. Hence, under strate, leading to eventual bulk breakdown in the inorganic
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Measurement of the valence-band discontinuities for molecular organic
semiconductor/inorganic semiconductor heterojunctions

F. F. So and S. R. Forrest
Deponmmau of Ekowzal Engiwnnq/Zkcop~ya and Matenals Scunce & Eaneenn& Unity of
Sosthei 'Cal~anie Los ngela~ Caldfornd 900859-0241

(Received 30 December 1987; accepted for publication 15 February 1988)

Using the temuperature dependence of the forward-biased current-voltage characteristics as well
as internal photoemission, we directy measure the barrier potential and valence-bend
discontnuity energy (AE.) of isotype heterounctions formed between thin films of the
crystalline organic semiiconductor~ 3,4,9,10-peryleeeraabxlic dianhydride (PTCDA)
and p-&i We find AA, - (0.5 ± 0.02) eY. This, to our knowledge, is the fims report of a
measurement of a band discontinuity energy between a crystalline organic semiconductor and
en inorgani semiconductor. These results are consistent with predictions of a current model
involving diffsion and drift in the organic-on-inorganic (01) semiconductor device. This
model is employed to calculate AE, using previously obtained barrie energies for several
different PTCDA/morgaic: semiconductor devices. In all cuses values of the barrier diffmson
potential and AE. are considerably smalle then apparent barrier energies obtained previously
using pure thermionic emission theory to explain transport of charge over the 01 barrier.

During the last several years, considerable interest has organic dye: 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride
been focused worldwide on the study of semiconductor he- (PTCDA) vacuum deposited onto inorganic semiconduc-

tounictions. The soue of this interest lies in the ability of tor substrates using techniques described elsewhere. The
heeojuaction to control optical A"ld and charge trans- conductivity type of PTCDA is lightlyp type. The inorganic

port in numerous devices such as semiconductor laer and semiconductor is Si, which is the material used in most of the
phoaodetector used in optoelectronic applications. Further- studies to be discussed. The 01-i device is completed by
more, the ability to grow epitauial materials with atomic making ohmic In contact to the substrate surface as well as
scale precision has led to the realization of multiple quantum to the organic thin film.
well structures which exhibit a wealth of exciting new phys- It has been shown' that the current density (J is related
ica] phenomena, some of which are alrady finding novel to the voltage drop across the inorganic semiconductor
device applications. (VO) vi

In addition to the more traditional heterojunctions be- IJO exp( -#,q/T) (exp( - qVo/kT) -1I
mng investigated, there have been a few reports of an entirely
new class of heterojunctions' 4 which are also finding inter- - J. [exp( - qV 9 /kT) - 1. (1)
eating new application%"4 and are leadig to a greater under- Herm k is Doltzman's constant, T is the temperature q is the
standing of semiconductors in general. These heterojunic- electronic charge, 1, is the saturation current, and 4,p Ls the
tion consist of organic (either crystalline molecular or 01-Hi barrier potential which may be voltage dependent.
disordered polymeric) semiconductors in contactith inOr- A~so. we assume that the substrate is p type, in wich case
ganic semiconductors In this work, we present for the first V0 > 0 for revrerse bias. The value taken for JO strongly de-
time, measurement of the valence-bend discontinuity energy
between crystalline organic semiconductors and both ele-
mental and compound inorganic semiconductor substrates. V

This diMers from pust work' in that the previous quantity
measured was the "apparent barrier height," i.e., the heero- Ids tn/PTCOA/p- Si
junction barrier energy inferred from the room-temperature,
forward-biased current-voltage (I-') characteristics using odd
thermionic emision theory. While the apparent barrier-
height can be used to give a very accurate ph__mnooal 6
model of transport across organic-on-inorganic semicon-
ductor heterojunction (or 01-Hi) barriers, it is not success--___
fu in providing an accurate value for the energy-bend dis-

is central to our understanding of the physics underlying the %=/T (I/K)

formation of the 01-Hi barrier. FG euamcrmd~t 1)v eaetpu o
In the inset of Fig. I is shown a schematic cros section hO MAp bewlu Tb. soWi hu a a linear' 9qtmi t to

of an archetypal 01-Hi rectifier. The 01-Hi's consist of a di. dj P~ Inet: scbmman crmu-uctona view of aamaicino-
thin (1000-2000 A) layer of the purified crystalline po uomwod- -o he~termc devi.
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pends on the mechanisms governing transport across the m 2000 A/cm, in agreement with the model based on diffu-

01-Hi barrier. For example, it has often been assumed' 2  sion in the organic thin film.

that transport across the OI-Hi barrier is similar to that in a The valence-band discontinuity energy for this isotype

Schottky barrier diode and hence J- Jss A*T 2, where (p-P) heterojunction, AR-, can be obtained from the actual

A * is the Richardson constant. While this assumption is true (not apparent) value ofO, using*°

for large forward bias, where a high density of charge is in.
jected from the ohmic contacts into the organic thin film, it is AR, - , +A -A, (3)
not true under low forward or reverse voltage. In this bias where A, and A. are the differences between the equilibrium

regime, the very small hole concentration (_sX101" Fermi energies and the valence-band maxima in the inorgan-

cm - 3 ) in the organic thin film, coupled with its limited total ic and organic semiconductor bulks, respectively. Using a

demity ofstates, suggests that diffsion and drift within the holeconcentrationofp, - 5X 10" cm 3 and' p, - 5 x 10"

thin film will modify the value ofJo from Ju. Indeed, it can cm- (where the subscripts "s" and "o" have the same

be shown7 that for an 01-Hi diode meanings as used previously), with the effective hole mass
(m) in the organic taken to be equal to the free-electron

JomJw -qN,(u.), (2) man," we obtain AE, - (0.48 ± 0.02) eV for PTCDA/
psi heterojunctions. Note that PTCDA has a band-gap en-

..jft46A 4 bP 'fttive "ty of states at the ergy' of 2.2 eV, suggesting that AR -= R - AR a0.6 eV,
sem__conducwr vZ edg and (0i) is the mean hole where AE, is the difference in band gaps between pTCDA
velocity in the organic thin almL Depending on the bias e- and Si.
ikne. (u,) is determined either by hole drift (at moderate to Although this analysis suggests that the actual barrier
high forward bias) or diffuson (at low forward or reverse potential Op. differs significantly from previously reported
bias). This latter cue is typical for the conditions explored in "apparent" values, the barrier height obtained from such
this experimenL Assuming (v,) is limited by dfso n , th en  transport measurements can lead to error in the presence of a
(u.)-(D,/rd)" -(PP kTr,)" 2 , whereD, isthe dif - high density of defect states at the heterojunction. While
fusion constant, , -1 cm'/V s is the hole mobility of evidence from capactance-voltage measurements3 ' indi-

PTCDA,' and r, < 100 3 is the hole lifetime obtained from caes a relatively low interface defect density for PTCDA/Si
current transient measurements. For these conditions, OI-His, it is nevertheless worthwhile to utilize a more direct
(u,) > 50 cm/s, which is consistent with time-resolved measurement of AE, via internal photoemission. " In this
measurements of the response of OI-HJ diodes to fast optical experiment, a PTCDA/p-Si diode similar to that used in Fig.

pul s e s '9  
1 was illuminated via the Si substrate using a l-kHz chopped

Note that typically Jm = 10' A/cru'. On the other light source. In this manner, all light of energy (hiv) greater
hand, using N. -- 2x10" cm - , we obtain Joe a 2000 thantheSibandedgeat 1.leVwaseiminatedfromthe01-
A/cm, leadingtoJ , J = 2lx 10-*. Inusingtheforward HJ region. To further attenuate the short wavelength radi-
I- Vcharacteristics to determine the apparent barrier height ation, a second Si wafer was interposed between the light

#a,, one often measures the saturation current at Vo = 0 source and the Ol diode. The short-circuit photocurrent was
and equates that value to the prefactor to the term in square then measured as a function of photon energy, resulting in
brackets in Eq. ( 1). Then, am ming a value (and hence a the peak shown in Fig. 2(a) at h, - 0.57 eV.
model) for 4., one can extract the apparent barrier height. The peak height was found to be insensitive to changes
However, from the above discussion there would appear to in both temperature and chopping frequency. In addition, to
be a large uncertainty in the value to use forj 0 in which case test whether the peak was due to excitation of traps in the
the actual barrier height cannot be determined with any rea- bulk lTCDA, an 1n/PTCDA/indium tin oxide (ITO) pho-
sonable accuracy. Indeed, without a direct measurement of toconductor was fabricated. We found that no photore-
thebarrier height, oneisalso not capableofdetermining the sponse was observed between A - I and 3/um for this device.
valence-band discontinuity energy (AR,). Thus, in our men- Based on these observations, we can rule out the possibility
surements we directly determine the barrier energy. Using that the peak is due to traps in the bulk semiconductors or at
this actual value for 4,,, Jo is calculated giving a basis from the O-HJ interface.
which the appropriate model can be developed. We interpret this peak as follows. At hv < 0.57 eV, holes

From Eq. () it is apparent that a measurement of the in the p-type organic thin film are excited above the OI-HJ,
saturation current density (J,) as a function of temperature and are subsequently emitted over the barrier and collected
can directly yield its activation energy 4. in the external circuit [processes "a" and "c" in the inset of

Thus, a plot of log(J,) as a Runction of is shown in Fig. 2(a) ]. Since this is the process of internal photoemis-
Fig. I. Thedevice used had acontact areof 2.5 X 10-'cm, sion, the photocurrent at kv <0.57 eV is expected to follow'
andconsistedof2000 AofPTCDAdepositedonao.5fncm l cc(hv- AE;)2 . Hence. Fig. 2(b) isa plot of P. vshv
(100) p-Si substrate.6 A linear lest squares fit to the data, as for data taken on the long-wavelength side of the emission

indicatedbythestraight line, gives #, = 0.56 ± 0.02 V and peak. A linear least squares fit to these data gives &E,
Am 1700 A/cml. Note that both these values are consider- - (0.50 ± 0.01) eV-a value in excellent agreement with
ably different from those obtained using thermionic emis- that obtained using the foward-biased I- vcharacteristics in
sion theory,"' where it was found that 4, - 0.75 V and Fig. 1. Note, however, at hi,0.57 eV, the data strongly de-

. - 10' A/cm. However, as indicated above, 4/ aJo viate from that predicted for simple photoemission. At these
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PHOTON ENERGY (00) TABLE 1. Valeece-bend discomtimitisa tor p-P PTCDA./inorganic smi
a4 ~conductor hnaivons.

Inorganic q (OV)
)substrate ji,, /J,, TED Diffusian' &A;, (eV)

Nt l.4xl10' 0.75 ±0.0M 0.56 ±0.02 0.50 ±0-02
Ge 6.6X101 0M55±003 0.30 ±0.03 0.25 ±004

O-MN GaAs 1.4 x 10-'07 0.52 0.43 ±0.05
Ga6% 1.2x10'4 0.60 0.37 0.29 ±0.04

0A - A_ Aauna (u,) . SW0cm/s and Tm 300IL
bValue obtained for the apparms batter heigt usin thermionic emission.

- (TE) theaey from Rdi 1.
t-0.2 Mbwed usig EqL (1)aud (2) in tezL

dDoping of Si sad Gab: SX 10" cus ', Ge: S X 10 cm. ,And GaAs-
2XI0" co3 .

(a)WXVENGTH (pam) with Ge, GaAs, and CaSh using the apparent barrier height
data of Ref. 1. In all cases, these values of AE. are signifl

* , .candy smaller than their previously reported apparent val-
ues of 0*.

0 .a In conclusion, we have measured the barrer potential
0s, and the valence-band discontinuity energy &E;,, for

~Or PTCDA/p-Si heterojunctions. These data are consistent
- with prediction of a model of hole transport in the devices

S0.4 -TM/-i which includes the effects of diffusion and drift in the 0f
- diode. To our knowledge, this is the first report of the mea-

0.2- surement of a band discontinuity energy for molecular or-
g anic/iorganic semiconductor heterounctions, and the re-

os.- 0651 o42 oat3 0.5 0 ose suits firther our understanding of these interesting
(b) Eeq e)structures.
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Thus, transitions "b" beyond the bandwidth of the organic Guided Were Optic Techic,) Ddm Soma Ft. 198M (Optical Society of
are forbidden, and hence a drop is expected in J," for this America. Washington. Dr- I91$).
high-energy light. 16A. G. Milnes and D. L Feucht. Heteroiane and Vem&kondao.

Jumiscr~ (Academic. New York. 1972).
Both of the experiments described above give support to 'Although setting We equal to the free electron mass 0na,) isa rough ap-

a value of AE. - (0.50 ± 0.02) eV for PTCDA/p-Si hetero- peuxamion. we not that A,-nnsn) HWOMa small deviations of
junctions, and for4o - 10 given by Eq. (2). With this Confi- mO from in, we noot expected to ked to sainlcant inacwase in AE,
dence in determining Jo, we can calculate AE, using Eqs. obtained from Eq (3).
(1)-( 3) for several PTCDA-based 01-Hi's where different NU. A. Hfam&e M. A. Emansuel. S.C Smith.)1. J. Coleman. and G. E. Still.

ama. Appi. Plays Lets.t 3404 (1917).
inorganic substrates have been employed. Hence, in Table 1. "M. Pope and C K Swenberg, £Elctmuw Pooes in OWrg Crptls
AE, is isted for heterojunctions contiining PTCDA along (Cwaendos. oxotd 19m2.
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& MTZ. Growth of O-LT Reterostrugtures

Recently, several crystalline organic ife o Oraa Material
semiconductors have been found to form
rectifying heterojunctions when deposited The organic materials that have been
onto inorganic semiconductor substrates. used most extensively in OI-HJ's are
In this paper, we discuss the growth and aromatic compounds, such as 3,4,9,10
characterization of these organic-on-inor- perylenititracarboxylic dianhydride
genic (01) heterostructures. Both the (PTCDA) , These materials are
purification of organic materials, and the crystalline molecular solids which aj both
fabrication procedures for 01 heterostruc- thermally and hydrolytically stable. We
tures are described in detail. The elec- present here the purification procedures
trical properties, as well as the micro- for PTCDA; and it is noted that the
structure of the organic material are found procedures for purifying other organic
to be very sensitive to the deposition materials are similar. It is critical that
conditions. The valence band discontinuity all organic materials be purified prior to
at the 01 heterojunction is measured for deposition onto inorganic substrates. This
the first time, using both forward current- ensures highly stable and reproducible
voltage characteristics and internal photo- electrical and optical characteristics of
emission. The interface state densities the resulting devices.
have been studied for several different is available comercially1 2

organic semiconductors deposited on p-Si PTCDA in
substrates. A model is proposed to account powder form. Among the different meo
for the observed results, to purify PTCDA, gradient sublimation-LL"

gives the highest purity source material.
I. Introduction To purify PTCDA, a few grams of powder are

put into the sealed end of a quartz tube.
In the past ten years, considerable The tube is evacuated to about 10 - 2 torr,

effort has been focused on thf study of and the closed end of the tube is inserted
semiconductor heterojunctions . Under- into a preheated furnace. The sample is
standing of the nature of these heterojunc- kept at 425-4500 C (i.e. just below the
tions (33's) is essential if we are to use sublimation temperature of PTCDA) during
them to advantage in many semiconductor the process of purification, which proceeds
devices such as lasers and photodetectors. for between 24 and 48 hours. After this
More recently, there have been a few re- period, the tube is cooled while the sample
ports on an entirely ne* slass of semicon- is maintained under vacuum. The wall of
ductor heterostructures& "  which are also the tube show bands of different colors.
potentially usefuk for optoelectronic de- Only the dark red, unsublimed source
vice applicationsk-'. These s consist material is used for fabrication of 01
of an organic (crystalline molecular or heterostructures.
polymeric) semiconductor in contact with an
inorganic semiconductor, which form recti- COnstal and Molecular Strcture of the
fying energy barriers at the organic-on- oala Yin 11 5
inorganic (O) semiconductor interface.
The resulting rectifying characteristics of In order to understand the electrical
the 01-33's have been attributed to the low properties of the 01 heterojunction, it is
reactivity between the deposited organic necessary to study the crystal stricture of
materials and the inorganic substrate, and these organic materials. For example,
to the low energy associated with the depo- is a monolinic crystal 4 , that forms
sition of the thin film. These factors infinite stacks of planar, uniformly spaced
enable one to use 01 heterostructures in molecules in which the atoms of one
non-destructive surfas analysis of inor- molecule are located directly above
ganic semiconducors. 9  

adjacent molecules, as shown in rig. 1.The interplanar spacings for several
In this paper, we discuss the crystalline organic soiiq -sod in O

different aspects of the growth of 01 diodes are shown in Table 1. The most im-
heterostructures, including the purifica- portant aspect of the crystal structure of
tion of organic materials and the techni- PTCDA is its extremely small interplanar
ques for device fabrication. The nature of spacing of 3.21 A, which is even smaller
the 01 heterointerface and band discontin- than that of graphite (3.37 A). Thus, the
uities also be discussed in detail. -orbitals overlap to the extent that car-
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nior moving along the stacking axis are , ?abrication of s! Neteroutructures
highly delocalized, giving rise to a signi-
ficant anisotropy of electrical conductivi- Many molecular semiconductors such as
ty when measured with respect to the cry- PTCDA, 3,4,7,8 naphthalenetetracarboxylic
stalline axes. Typical anisotropies range dianhyjrpjge (NTCDA) and the phthalocyanines
from 10-1000. (Pc's) ,

' have been used to form O/-HJ's
with a vajety of inorganic semiconductor

Anistropy can also be caused by the substrates . Here we give a brief outline
presence of grain boundaries in the organic of the fabrication procedures with adli~i-
film. The deposited organic films are nal detail given in the literature , , .

polycrystalline, with a gra size on the The firt step in the fabrication qt the 01
order of several thousand angstroms. heterostructure is wafer cleaninqg". Or-
Carriers moving in the vertical direction genic solvents are used for degreasing,
are not likely to croas the grain boun- which is followed by native oxide etching
darisn if the organic film is thin enough in a dilute HF solution. For some I1-V
(<20001). On the other band carriers moving compounds such as InP and related ater-
along any in-plane directions will be trap- ials, enhancement of the contact barrier
ped at the grain boundarier and therefore can be achieved by oxidizing the samples in
the nobility is drastically reduced, a solution such as HUO3 and H20. Table I
resulting in additional anisotropy in gives the cleaning sequence used to prepare
Conductivity. several common inorganic semiconductors.

The final step in surface preparation is a
rinse in deionized water, followed by
drying of the wafer with filtered nitrogen
gas.

Table 11

(a) Cleaning Sequence For Some Semiconductorsa

1:4 RF:H20 HMO, (conc.) 30% H202
(30sJ (10s) (30s)

Si X

GaAs X X

IrP X X
----------------- ---------- - ---- ---------------

aSurface treatments all follow a thorough
organic solvent cleaning. Wafers should be
rinsed in D.I. water for 5 mi. after etching
with acid.

4(b)

Imediately after cleaning, the sample
Fig. 1: Perspective view of the unit cell of is loaded into a vscuum chamber which is
VTCDA looking from (a) a-axis and (b) b-axis. pumped down to < 10" torr. Next, %300-2000

A of the organic material is vacuum
sublimed onto the pro-cleaned top surface
of the wafer. Organic materials generally
have low sublimation temperature in the

Table I range between 100 0 C and 6O0°C. Good
Interplanar spacing and ohmic contact control of the deposition parameters can be
metals used for some organic semiconductors achieved by using a two chamber source boat

such as that employed for silicon monoxide
P!CDA NTCDA CuP1 H2Pc deposition. Typical depositioj rates for

organic materials are 30-40 A/s. , Next,
Interplangr ohmic contact metal pads 2000-3000 t thick
Spacing (A) 3.21 3.51 3.38 3.40 are evaporated onto the organic film. The

contact metals used for some organics are
Contact also listed in Table 1. Finally, a full
metal In, Ti In Au In surface ohmic contact metal is evaporated

. .- --- onto the back side of the wafer.
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It has been found that the
microstructure 4 and surface morpholoqy5 of
some aromatic compounds are very sensitive
to both deposition rate and substrate -
temperature. For instance, thin films of I/ /p-sosP.-nirn
PTCDA deposited at high depositin rates 1
(50-100 11s) show strong preferred I
orientation. The crystalline perfection of - ,
film deposited at a high rate is demon- -

strated by the x-ray pole figure for the
(102) interplanar diffraction peak as - -
shown in Fig. 2(a). In sharp contrast, no
preferred orientation is o served for
films deposited slowly (2 X/s), as shown
ina&g. 2(b). It is noted that Kim et.
al . have observed that the surface mor-
phology is better for organic films depo-
sited at low substrate temperatures than
those deposited at high temperatures.
Therefore, substrate temperature also plays
an important role in determining the micro- 10 00

structure of the organic film. Omsflro RAT'E (A/sI

The effect that the microstructure of
PTCDA has on electrical properties is Fig. 3: Carrier mobility in PTCDA as a
apparen from Fig. 3. For films deposited function of deposition rate.
at 100 A/s, the, carrier mobility can be as
high as 1.4 ca /V-s, which is an order of
magnitude larger than that for the films
deposited at lower deposition rates. These
results can be explained in view of the XV. Measurement of Valence Band
crystalline order of the films. A higher Discontinuity Energies
order implies fewer grain boundaries, and
hence a reduced charge trapping at these Knowledge of the band discontinuity
imperfections. The existence of traps in energies is essential to the understanding
the more disordered film is consistent with of any semiconductor heterojunction For
the hysterysis often observed in the the first time, we have measured1 7 the
current-voltage characteristics4 . energy band discontinuity of an OI-HJ. In

this experiment, the sample was an isotype
(p-P) PTCDA/p-Si heterojunction investi-
gated using the temperature dependence of
the I-V characteristics as well as internal
photoemiss ion spectroscopy.

It can be shown that the foward I-V
I characteristics are described~ by

\ \ t ,J - Joexp(-qoa kT) 1exP(qVD/kT ) -1]

(4)~b) thtemperature, is the electronicS
charge, is is the saturation current and
Spu is the 01-HJ barrier potential. Also,
VD is the voltage drop across the depletion
layer of the inorganic semiconductor which

Fig. 2: X-ray pole fiqure of the (102) is taken to be positive under forward bias.
reflection intensity of PTCDA deposite, at
(a) >501/s and (b) approximately 2A/s. From Eq.(1), it is apparent that a
Each contour represents a 10% and 2% change measurement of the saturation current as a
in peak intensity for (a) and (b) res- function of temperature will give its acti-
pectively. vation energy. A plot of loq(J s ) as a

function of 1/T is shown in Fig. 4. A
schematic crose-sectional drawing of an
orqanic-on-inorqanic semiconductor hetero-
junction device is shown in the inset. A
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least square fit to the data, as indicated AILi(0.0+0.)eV-- a value which agrees
by the straight line, gives * 0 0.62 with that obtained from the forward I-V
0.* 02 eT. Mhe valence band dfoninuiy characteristics.
enegy 1  .fro thi isoerou Note that at hI >0. 57eV, I drops

Sp rapidly to zero. This can be uRgerstood
AV, - * # 1+a - 40 (2) using the band diagram shown in the inset

of Fig. 5(a). Molecular semiconductors are
where 6 and a are the differences between characterized by narrow bandwidths, as
the er-eeland the valence band maxi- indicated by the cross-hatched region in
== in the inorganic and organic bulk semi- the f igure. For FTCDA, the total bandwith
conductors . Ta"ingthe ZI-Si hole concentra- (UN), whlich is the as of highest occupied
tion to be 5lO' 3m, a hole concen- molecular orbital (N'HO) and lowest unoccu-
tration3  of Sx]10 1 4 cm 3  for PTCDA, and pied molecular orbital (WHO) bandwidths,
assuming the effective hole mass (a*) in is only 0. 9 eT. Thus, transition "b"
PTCDA is equal to the free electron nasa beyond the SW is forbidden, resulting in a
we obtain A 3,- (0.46*0.*2) eV for a PTCD/p-Si drop in Ihfor high energy photons.
beterojuqation. Note that the band gap of
PTCDh is' 2.2eV. Therefore, AR - a Z - &N, PHOTON ENERGY (OV)

-0. * eV where ar is the fferehce in" 9#2 Q#& Q
band gap energies btenPTCDA and Si. LOi 2  ~a .7

We have also measured AZ., directly by
internal photoemission spectroscopy. In0A
this experiment, a PFcDAp-Si heterostruc-
ture was illuminated through the Si sub- jO_.
strate using a chopped light source, such HW -4

that light with energy greater than 1.* 1 eV h

is f iltered by the substrate. Further .
attenuation of short wavelength light was Z OA4
between the sample and the light source.
The short circuit photocurrent was then 92
measured as a function of photon energy.
Fig. 5 (a) shows a photoemisaion spectrum
where a peak Is found at bv - 0.57eV.
The results can be interpreted as follows: 3.2 2.8 2.4 2.D 1.6 2
At hv-c0.S7eV, holes in the organic film are WAVELENGTH (pml)
photo-excited, and subsequently emitted
over the 01 energy barrier. This Fig. 5a: Photocurrent spectrum f or an
photoemission current is expected to In/PTCD&/p-Si heterojunction illuminated
fol low: 0 ZI;( - fl,) 2. Fig. 5 (b) shw via the p-Si substrate. The organic f ilm
a plot of Mhe square root of photocurrent thickness is 1000 A.-S aeoversus byv for the data taken on the, long Inset: land diagram of a PTCDA/p-S eeo
wavelength side of the emission peak. A junction showing allowed (wal and Oc") and
least squares fit to these data gives forbidden (Ubu) photoemission transitions

resulting in the spectrum shown.

fd0.4

-A -ITCA0.-32

I0O0/T If/NI

Fig. 4: Saturation current density (J.) fg b qaero ftepoournversus 1/? for an In/PTCDA/p-Si heterojuno- Fig.u Sb:to Sqaeneroot fo the pdaton rrhn
tion. The solid line is a linear least versu photoen rgyd ofo the deata shon tie
squares fit to the data points.logwvlntaie fth pakswnn
Inset: schematic view of an organic/imar- Sa. The solid line is a linear least
genic semiconductor heterojunction device. squares fit to the data points.
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V. Ueatslo/f !terfao eCharaS at the Ol-N. o0

Dianhydride containing compounds (such
as PTCDA), have begmnused for semiconductor t 14

surface analysis ,
' due to their inert CUPC

nature when deposited onto inorganic semi-
conductor surfaces. In efforts to study *E 10" N...PC

the interactions between the substrate and
the organic layer, we have investigated 01- -
NJs formed using NTCDA, PTCDA and two '1" PTCDA
phthalocyanines (H2 Pc and CuPo) depositedan p-S.i substates-. The interface state '[ .[--
density as a function of surface potential

was derived from the k NHz capacitance- 0.25 0.40 0.55 0.70 0.85 1.00
voltage characteristics1". Figure 6 shows SURFACE POTENTIAL %(VOLTS)
the interface state density (D5 s) at the Si
surface for several 01-3T's using these Fig. 6: Density of interface states (D
four organic semiconductors. It is as a function of surface potential in Me
apparent that the Ds5 spectra for the PTCDA Si band gap for four different organic/p-Si
and NTCDA-containing diodes are qualita- heterojunctions. The energy is with res-
tively' different from those for H2 Pc and pect to the conduction (EC) and valence
CuPo. For example, D for the former (Ev) band edges of the Si substrate.
coTounos afe at a relatively low value of
10 Ia-'SV " , which is a typical value f8 r
silicon with a thin surface native oxide,

" .  . onlusions
In contrast, Cuft, and to a lesser extent
H Pc, show a pronounced peak at about 0.5 We have described the growth
el above the valence band edge. This peak procedures for 01 heterostructures. The
is nearly two orders of manitfde higher microstructure and electrical properties of
than the background value of 101 2 cm'eV- the organic films are very sensitive to the
The existence of the high Ds 0bservd at deposition conditions used. We have sea-
the CuPc/p-SL interface can be explained in sured, for the first time, the valence band
terms of the following mechanism: Water discontinuity energy for the PTCDA/p-Si
molecules can diffuse into the organic film heterojunction. This was accomplished using
in the laboratory environment and react the forward I-V characteristics and inter-
with CuPc via: nal photoemission spectroscopy data.

Finally, we have analyzed the interface
E20 + CuPO H21q +CUO (3) state densities of some organic-on-Si

devices. In contrast to observations con-

The Gibbs free energy (AGO) for this cerninq dianhydride-based compounds which
reaction is large and negative, implying are relatively inert, CuPc has been found
the reaction is energetically favorable, to react strongly with silicon, resulting
The CuO molecules formed then diffuse in the presence of a high density of inter-
through the surface native oxide layer and face states which pin the Fermi level at

participate in the following reaction: the inorganic substrate surface.
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